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From the President 

gaenor dixon

Gaenor Dixon 
National President

As i write this introduction, Brisbane is just beginning to develop a 
purple tinge as the jacaranda trees burst their buds, reminding us that 
the year is progressing. for the northern half of australia, it is time to 

start cranking up the air conditioning, and for the southern half turning off the 
heating.

it seems such a long time since i last wrote the introduction to the august 
Speak Out. since that time we have celebrated speech pathology Week,  
launched the speech pathology 2030 document; worked with the nDis 
and others to understand and fix the problems with the nDis portal; liaised 
with the nDis to manage the registration issues occurring in some states; 
presented to the Victorian inquiry into autism services; finalised research 
grants; attended the ialp (international association of logopaedics 
and phoniatrics) conference in Dublin; commenced a project looking at 
credentialing; the ethics Board conducted their annual training weekend and 
continued to provide the regular ongoing member services. That is only some 
of the activities that your association is carrying out to ensure that speech 
pathologists are well placed both now and into the future to provide the best 
service that they can. 

While we (ceo gail mulcair and i) were at the ialp conference in Dublin we 
took the opportunity to meet with the other countries in the strategic group 
of the international communication project. This face-to-face meeting was 
very beneficial for progressing the icp actions, as well as a great opportunity 
to meet and form better ties with our counterparts in the countries involved 
in the mutual recognition agreement. We were able to network with the wider 
group of professional associations present at ialp. i also managed to fit in 
a visit to the royal college of speech and language Therapists, which was 
a great chance to explore how another speech pathology professional body 
does its business. 

This month the Board will meet with Branch chairs, members and some 
senior national office staff to determine the framework of our strategic plan 
for 2017-2020. Thank you to those people who will give up their saturday 
to come and meet with us. We will also be presenting the Book of the Year 
awards to the successful authors and inducting a new author into the hall of 
fame – that would have to be one of my favourite parts of this job! my thanks 
to the judges for the Book of the Year – you read a large number of books. 
in addition to these stand out activities, we continue our day to day work of 
providing advice and support to members, advocating for speech pathology 
services and ensuring our high professional standards are maintained. 

i hope that you enjoy reading about all these activities and more in this edition 
of Speak Out. i look forward to sharing the outcomes of our strategic planning 
early next year. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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Speech
Pathology
2030
looKing To The fuTure as a collecTiVe 
Was a KeY message from The launch of 
The speech paThologY 2030 proJecT. The 
launch Was helD During speech paThologY 
WeeK in augusT. 

from Top lefT attending the sp 2030 launch is michelle 
cimoli, abby foster, rhonda holmes, Tristan nickless and 
marie atherton. federal Disability commissioner alastair 
mcewin officially launched the report. spa Director chyrisse 
heine with sarah Draper, Jaclyn georgiou, rebecca gillogly 
and nicole ford. John culley mahogany rise primary school 
principal, spa Director robyn stephen, charmaine Tu, moira 
Beaurain, pam Thuan mahogany rise primary school speech 
pathologist. spa senior advisor sharon crane with Bronwyn 
Davidson and Tricia eade. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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association news  

members of the speech pathology 2030 steering committee are spa staff representative Trish Johnson, ceo gail mulcair, spa staff 
representative michael Kerrisk, gretchen Young from Young futures, spa Director chyrisse heine, project lead christine lyons, spa Director 
robyn stephen and spa national president gaenor Dixon with (centre) federal Disability Discrimination commissioner alastair mcewin.   

tHe FINAl rePOrt of the speech pathology 2030 
project has now been formally launched. on 11 august 
at a ceremony at the national gallery of Victoria, alastair 
mcewin, the new federal Disability Discrimination 
commissioner, as keynote speaker, officially launched 
the report and outlined the important role speech 
pathologists will continue to have well into the future.

in responding to commissioner mcewin, i outlined in 
my speech how the launch of this report, while marking 
the end of the speech pathology 2030 project, is the 
beginning of a new journey of discovery, a journey to 
2030 and beyond. 

at the beginning of the speech pathology 2030 project 
i spoke about how we were going through a process 
to develop something similar to an aboriginal star 
map, a series of waypoints that would guide us to our 
destination. The future, 2030, is such a waypoint! a 
point where we will again reflect on where we have 
come from and where we are heading; and a point 
where we must ensure that the profession is future-
ready for the world beyond 2030.

Throughout the project, everyone involved has also 
been identifying waypoints. Those vital markers will point 
the way forward to and beyond 2030. Thanks must 

go to everyone who has participated in this landmark 
project – the clients, the “thought leaders”, the key 
stakeholders, and over 1000 speech pathologists.

if you were unable to attend the launch or view it live on 
the internet, you can still watch it on the association’s 
YouTube channel. an electronic version of the speech 
pathology 2030 project report is available from the 
association’s website, while a hard copy of the report is 
available by contacting the association.

on 15 october, the association’s Board of Directors, its 
chief executive officer, senior managers, Branch chairs 
and other key stakeholders, will meet to commence the 
process of drawing up the organisation’s new strategic 
plan for 2017–2020. The speech pathology 2030 
project report is the bedrock on which this strategic 
plan will be based. it is also the roadmap that will point 
in the right direction for the journey ahead. as i said at 
the launch, “let’s get started because the future waits for 
no-one.”

  Speech Pathology 2030 - making futures happen            9

making futures happen 
A landmark project for the profession

Speech Pathology 2030

Towards 2030 and beyond

Gaenor Dixon 
National President

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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association news  

naTional presiDenT gaenor Dixon 
asKeD “WhaT Will The WorlD Be liKe 
in 2030?” During her 2030 proJecT 
launch aDDress. 

O
n this day in 1519, ferdinand magellan set sail from 
seville to circumnavigate the world. in his day, this 
was a journey that had never been undertaken. it was 
a journey into the unknown. he had no idea what the 

future held for him. he and his crew had taken months to plan for 
their journey; but as they set sail, the future was still uncertain.

in many ways, but on a much smaller scale, speech pathology 
australia and the speech pathology profession are today, 
commencing a similar journey of discovery.

The report launched today by alastair mcewin, is somewhat 
like the maps magellan would have used to chart his course. 
indicative, but not complete. Because nothing about the future is 
certain.

on this same day in 1990, the magellan spacecraft arrived at the 
planet Venus to begin the task of mapping that planet’s surface.

What would ferdinand magellan have made of this? a spaceship, 
not a sailing ship, visiting Venus. he would not have understood! 
partly, because Venus was not discovered until 118 years after 
his death!!!

But the world today and the world magellan knew are like foreign 
countries. The tide of events since he set sail has been so 
dramatic, so vast and all-consuming, a world has been created 
beyond the reach of his imagination.

and that is very much the challenge that confronts all of us today. 
What will the world be like in 2030? Will we recognise it?

Today, i want to take you on a journey to 2030 using this report 
[hold up report] as my guide. a journey that will not be perfect or 
complete, but will in some small way provide you with an insight 
into the world that the speech pathology profession will navigate, 
14 years from now.

in 2030, you don’t hear on the news about people who have a 
severe disability incarcerated and tranquillised with no means of 
self-determination or to express an opinion other than through 
their behaviour. in 2030, children are not restrained, suspended 
and excluded from school because they can only respond 
through behaviour to the learning and social pressures they 
are experiencing. and in 2030 a person with dysarthria is not 
turned away from a nightclub because they are presumed drunk, 
because in 2030 communication and communication disability is 
understood and valued by our communities. 

But this journey to 2030 and beyond is not mine alone. it is the 
journey that we all share for our world in 14 years’ time. a world 
where all people are able to participate through communication, 
a world where clients and communities drive timely speech 
pathology services that all who need them can access. a 
world where families and carers feel skilled and confident to 
communicate with and advocate with the person who has 
communication needs. a world where collaborative partnerships 
ensure quality, innovative services continually pursue knowledge 
delivered by a diverse and dynamic workforce.  

in 2030 i will go into my local café, in my driverless car, where 
menus are accessible through my very smart device (they’re 

smart now, by then they’ll be very smart!). The menu has photos 
of the food, so that i can easily select what i want – descriptions 
are available and of course, my smart device can convert text 
to speech if i need it to. The café has the communication 
access symbol; and all the staff have had training in effective 
communication strategies. 

While i am sitting enjoying my coffee a family comes in. one 
of the children is communicating using technology. The 
café staff take his order talking to and with him, not to and 
through his parents. i overhear him communicating through 
videoconferencing with his speech pathologist who is 
working with him on his goal of using communication for self-
determination – in this case ordering his meals. 

The speech pathologist working with the child finishes the 
session, leaves the online videoconferencing, and moves 
on to his next task – reviewing another client’s individualised 
online program results. Working agilely like this enables access 
to speech pathology services for all who need it. While the 
intervening 14 years have seen a significant growth in the 
profession and positions, speech pathologists have worked with 
the community to develop service delivery that is responsive and 
accessible to all regardless of geographical location, financial 
position and cultural or linguistic background.

on another table i overhear (i really do have big ears!) a group 
of people discussing their concerns about family members’ 
communication and swallowing. in all instances the advice 
they give each other is about accessing timely support – they 
understand that accessing services at the right time means 
better outcomes. There is high awareness of what to seek and 
there are high expectations of access to services. The discussion 
moves on to their experiences of speech pathology services. The 
families report that the service has taken the time to understand 
and respond to the family’s needs as well as the client’s. Through 
their experiences with speech pathology the family are better able 
to connect with and communicate with their family member who 
has communication disability. 

By 2030, the network of people that speech pathologists 
work with will be a diverse range of partnerships. While we will 
continue to value and build on our traditional partnerships with 
our allied health colleagues – working to ensure that service is 
delivered in a way that is accessible and seamless for the client – 
we will have a broad range of relationships across both specialist 
and mainstream service industries. communication is embedded 

“

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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in all activities, and access to communication needs to be 
available in activities. That may mean, for example, working with 
the local indoor play centre to ensure that it is communication 
accessible or working with a men’s shed to support a client with 
aphasia to be able to participate and connect with the other 
participants. it also means broadening the range of professionals 
that we work with as part of our everyday interactions. 

in 2030, speech pathology will be integral to every childcare and 
school in australia. speech pathologists will work with educators 
and teachers to maximise the outcomes for those children with 
speech-language communication needs. speech pathologists will 
work in libraries and, playgroups associations. They will work as 
policy advisors, interact with lawyers, magistrates and custodial 
and probationary officers, working with transport providers and 
aged care specialist service providers. i could go on. But in 2030, 
speech pathologists are in demand! in all our interactions we will 
be leaders and use evidence-based advocacy in all that we do. 
We will be very widely connected!

in 2030, while we will be recognised as being an innovative 
and dynamic profession, we will also be respected as one that 
upholds the highest standards of service provision. We will 
continue to build on our evidence-base particularly in areas that 
do not yet have a well-established foundation. research will be 
seen as contributed to by all in our profession; academics, higher 
degree students, preservice students and clinicians. 

We will continue to uphold our high ethical standards; with ethical 
decision-making seen and practised as an everyday aspect of 
service provision.

We will collaborate with other professionals to innovate to develop 
and capitalise on new knowledge and technologies that have 
the potential to improve outcomes in communication, and eating 
and drinking. We will use our imaginations to consider what 
is possible, and be prepared to “have a go” within an ethical 
framework. 

in 2030, the association will have a larger membership and a 
higher proportion of members that have been practising members 
who have had long and rewarding careers. our membership will 
reflect the community we serve, a membership that is diverse. 
The membership will have a strong understanding of how to 
deliver services that meet australia’s diverse cultural mix; and 
in an increasingly globalised world, a profession that potentially 
delivers services beyond australia. The speech pathology 
profession will work to develop an understanding of the range 
of service delivery models and perspectives and collaborate to 
capitalise on the benefits of all models. There will no longer be 
any “private versus public” divide, or a divide between different 
models of service delivery. 

at the beginning of the speech pathology 2030 project i 
spoke about how we were going through a process to develop 
something similar to an aboriginal star map. a series of waypoints 
that will guide us to our destination.

2030, is a waypoint! a point where we must decide how we 
would like the profession to look; and a point where we must 
ensure it is positioned ready for a future beyond 2030. however, 
we have also identified the stars; those rarely changing markers in 
the sky that are vital waypoints to finding our way to 2030.

This journey is not one that can be undertaken alone. it is a 
journey that needs to be undertaken by the whole profession. as 
a member organisation, speech pathology australia will continue 
to strategise and support the profession as it reaches these 

waypoints and our 2030 goal. We will be checking our star maps, 
and checking our progress as we go. But we are a member 
organisation – that means that you are a vital part of this journey. 
Without you we can go nowhere. and without partnering with key 
stakeholders, we limit how far we can go.

how are you going to ensure that today’s nightmares of exclusion, 
funding cuts, lack of policy direction and imagination are no longer 
part of the communication landscape in 2030?

What aspect of the 2030 vision excites you, inspires you?

Which part of this journey to 2030 can you build on and expand?

it does not matter if your work is at the cutting edge of the 
profession, where it will have large impacts, or on an individual 
level. You can reflect on your practice; as even small changes will 
move us along the pathway.

Join with your clients to advocate for accessible, inclusive 
communities; for accessible services that are responsive to need. 
examine your practices, and determine if there are aspects that 
could be changed to make them more responsive to the needs of 
both clients and families and carers.

can you collect and analyse data and contribute to the evidence 
base for services? Who can you collaborate with? 

like ferdinand magellan, we have a long journey ahead. 

Join me today on taking this journey. 

for all of us, those here tonight or those watching live online, 
today represents the start of a new journey. a journey to 2030 
and beyond, where our work as speech pathologists will support 
each and every person:

•	 to communicate effectively, and to eat and drink safely;

•	 to connect and belong to their community; 

•	 to have the right to self-determination; 

•	 fulfill their day-to-day needs;

•	 participate in, and contribute to our community to their   
 full potential, and

•	 expand and achieve their life choices.

let’s get started. Because the future waits for no-one.

“this journey is 
not one that can be 

undertaken alone. It is 
a journey that needs to 
be undertaken by the 
whole profession.” 

Gaenor Dixon 
National President

association news  

”

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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The australian contingent at the ialp dinner. 
representatives of the icp founding members 
at an icp meeting. opposiTe page anna miles, 
annette rotherham with national president 
gaenor Dixon and spa chief exectutive officer 
gail mulcair after the announcement of nzsTa’s 
successful 2022 ialp bid. gaenor Dixon with the 
spa poster display.

tHe 30tH WOrlD cONgreSS of the international association of 
logopedics and phoniatrics (ialp) was held in Dublin, ireland from 21-
25 august, with a strong australian presence. from the perspective of 
speech pathology australia the congress was a tremendous success, 
including literally raising the australian flag at the “olympic-style” opening 
ceremony.

along with the association’s national president, gaenor Dixon, and 
myself, as ceo, representing speech pathology australia, there was a 
strong contingent of australians presenting excellent work. 

professor linda Worrall was one of the principal keynote speakers and 
presented on Neuroscientific Implications in Assessment and Intervention 
for Aphasia, as well as additional aphasia related standing committee 
sessions. 

other numerous standing committee topics and general sessions 
presented by australians included children's speech-language, motor 
speech, application of the icf, occupational voice disorders, telepractice, 
simulated learning, cultural competence and global considerations on 
slp education, to name only a few.

speech pathology australia itself was involved in two presentations 
around the international communication project (icp) alongside 
other founding members of the icp. a particular highlight was a panel 
presentation on Global reach for, “Communication as a basic human 
right”  through the ICP involving the five presentations of: Dr gloria 
Weddington (guyana); Dr shyamani hettiarachchi (sri lanka); mr Dien 
le Khan, via video and represented by professor lindy mcallister on the 
panel (Vietnam); ms nana akua owasu, via video and represented by ms 
Karen Wylie on the panel (ghana); and ms sue park (fiji). 

other international communication project involvement at the congress, 
included an all day meeting of members from all founding organisations 
of the icp to discuss a number of matters that we have only been able 
to consider on early morning (for australia) telephone conferences. it 
was good therefore, to be able to debate a number of important matters 

World congress in dublin a success

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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INDIgeNOuS AllIeD HeAltH AuStrAlIA, a national 
not for profit, member based aboriginal and Torres strait 
islander allied health organisation is inviting you to attend 
its 2016 national professional Development forum. The 
forum will be held from 29 november to 1 December in 
canberra. 

The national forum will include a diverse program with a 
range of interactive professional development workshops.

The forum provides a culturally safe place, and space to 
enjoy a diverse range of interactive and thought-provoking 
workshops that will enhance your professional and 
personal journeys. Workshop topics have been chosen 
across a broad range of themes to provide opportunities 
to increase your knowledge and skills, within the context of 
improving aboriginal and Torres strait islander health and 
wellbeing.

The professional development workshops are designed for 
participants from any health profession, job role and sector. 
interprofessional engagement with other participants, 
utilising the collective perspectives, strengths and attributes 
from across disciplines and sectors, will value add to 
learning experiences for all. so whether you work in 
health service delivery, management, policy, research or 
academia, there will be something for everyone.

The full program is available on the iaha website www.
iaha.com.au/events/2016-iaha-national-forum-program 
for more general information about the forum visit 
www.iaha.com.au

indigenous allied health 
australia Pd workshops

face-to-face, including the development of the icp’s engagement 
and advocacy strategy following the receipt of the Weber shandwick 
consultant’s report, commissioned in 2015 by the icp.

subsequent discussions through the week with icp members and 
ialp, as well as additional useful contacts, focused on how best to 
leverage influence with key people in the united nations (un) and the 
World health organization (Who) to achieve international recognition 
of communication disability and work towards world-wide accepted 
standards for communication inclusivity. 

The icp was also able to raise its profile and promote its activities by 
staffing its own stand throughout week. much of the icp’s efforts at 
the congress were directed at promoting the important underlying 
theme that communication is a basic human right.

speech pathology australia was also front and centre in the congress’ 
poster display, with a poster explaining the association’s speech 
pathology 2030 project. our poster generated a lot of interest and 
discussion about the future of the profession – many themes and 
challenges are universal! 

The congress closed with the exciting news that the new zealand 
speech-language Therapists’ association was successful in its bid to 
host the ialp congress in 2022. speech pathology australia is very 
pleased that our neighbours were successful in getting the congress 
“down under”, albeit across “the ditch”.

                     gail Mulcair
chief executive Officer

SPeecH PAtHOlOgIStS WOrKINg in private practice 
will know that rebates for speech pathology services 
through private health insurance products offer extremely 
low value for clients. speech pathology australia therefore 
welcomes the appointment of a federal private health 
ministerial advisory committee to oversee reforms to 
the private health insurance industry. We are hopeful 
that reforms will focus on improving the value of these 
insurance products for our clients.

The australian government expects reforms to increase 
competition in the sector, while also improving affordability 
and value for money for consumers through:

•	 The development of easy-to-understand categories of 
health insurance, so that consumers understand what 
their policies will and will not cover;

•	 addressing regulatory issues that are adding to the 
cost of premiums and discouraging innovation; 

•	 developing a private health insurance product 
designed specifically for australians living in rural and 
remote areas.

The committee includes industry, consumer and provider 
representatives. as a member organisation of allied health 
professions australia (ahpa) we are especially pleased 
that representatives of ahpa will be on the committee. We 
hope this means that there will be a focus on improving 
value for allied health “ancillary” products. speech 
pathology australia will make a formal submission to the 
public consultation process in due course. 

reforms to private 
health insurance

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://iaha.com.au/events/2016-iaha-national-forum-program
http://www.iaha.com.au/
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Are YOu INtereSteD in the role of speech pathology 
australia in credentialing recognition of expertise within a clinical 
area, advanced practice and extended scope roles?
Do you work in a role recognised as advanced practice or 
extended scope?
Did you know that the only allied health specialist role recognised 
by the ministerial council is a podiatric surgeon?

What is the project?
spa has funded a six month project to develop a credentialing 
framework for those who are beyond entry-level practice. 
The project will have a special focus on credentialing around 
recognition of expertise within a clinical area, advanced and 
extended scope of practice.

professional credentialing is: 
“The formal processes used to verify qualifications, experience, 
professional standing and other professional attributes for the 
purpose of forming a view about their competence, performance 
and professional suitability to provide safe, high-quality healthcare 
services within specific organisational environments.” (Australian 
Council for Safety and Quality in Healthcare 2004, p.3)

What are the benefits of this project and why has SPA 
initiated this?

speech pathology australia has initiated the project in response to 
member and consumer feedback. members are seeking means 
to differentiate their services. consumers, referring agencies and 
employing organisations are seeking means to identify expertise.  

it is expected that the development of a credentialing framework 
will facilitate a transparent, replicable, transferable and equitable 
approach to the recognition of expertise, within a clinical area, 
advance practice and extended scope of practice.

the project will involve:
•	 as the first key part of the project an environmental scan of 

current and best practice in credentialing and recognition of 
expertise within a clinical area is underway.

•	 once the scan is complete we will ask for your input to guide 
the next stage of the project: translating the findings from the 
scan into a credentialing framework that best fits the speech 
pathology context in australia. it is likely we will call on you 
to respond to a survey or to take part in some interviews or 
focus groups.

•	 using your input and information from the environmental 
scan, a final discussion paper and credentialing framework 
will be constructed for presentation to the spa Board in 
february 

•	 finally, it is hoped we will have the capacity within the project 
to develop a pilot strategy to take the framework forward in 
2017.

Who is involved?
Project team
anna moran – credentialing framework project officer
stacey Baldac – senior advisor professional standards
Trish Johnson – senior advisor ethics and professional issues

Project advisory committee
a project advisory committee has been assembled. it will 
meet formally twice, and will informally advise the project team 
throughout the life of the project. The advisory committee includes 
representatives from spa, allied health advisors, university 
academics, an nDis representative and speech pathologists 
working in advanced practice roles.

board of Speech Pathology Australia
updates will be provided for Board review in october and a draft 
framework will be presented to the Board in february 2017.

You
please contact us at any time with your thoughts or input. We are 
particularly keen to hear from you if:
•	 you have developed expertise in an area of speech pathology 

practice e.g. through a higher degree or through significant 
clinical experience;

•	 you work in an area that is recognised as advanced or 
extended scope of practice;

•	 you employ speech pathologists working in an area of clinical 
expertise, advanced or extended scope of practice;

•	 you teach or deliver training to speech pathologists in an area 
of clinical expertise, advanced or extended scope of practice;

•	 you have systems or processes in place that help you to 
identify where clinical expertise, advanced or extended scope 
of practice may be required in your workplace;

•	 you have systems or processes in place that help you to 
manage competency around clinical expertise, advanced or 
extended scope of practice in your workplace.

About Anna Moran
after graduating as a physiotherapist in 2001 from sydney 
university (and after a few interesting segues, including a two 
month stop in st petersburg to learn russian), i was fortunate 
enough to stumble into a wonderful research position under the 
enduring mentorship of professors pam enderby and susan 
nancarrow in sheffield, england. it was under their supervision 
i gained my phD from the university of sheffield (exploring the 
role and impact of allied health assistants in community based 
services. 

i re-located to the albury-Wodonga region eight years ago to take 
up a position at charles sturt university to lecture allied health 
students in what they considered the “world’s worst” subject 
research methodology, and coordinate the integrated honours 
program only slightly more appreciated. 

credentialing Framework Project
speech paThologY ausTralia has insTigaTeD a six monTh proJecT To DeVelop a 
creDenTialing frameWorK To focus on recogniTion of experTise WiTh a clinical 
area, aDVanceD anD exTenDeD scope of pracTice. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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association news  

Do more.
Our FRONT DESK software offers 

more functions, better support and 

meets more real world practice needs. 

We can even help you with migration

from another system.

Call 1800 18 18 20 for an online demo.
smartsoft.com.au

i have since left my position at csu and have worked most 
recently as a contractor providing facilitation and research 
services to both health institutions and universities. my most 
recent work has involved a large survey of the allied health 
workforce in Victoria for the Department of health and 
human services and an examination of the factors facilitating 
best practice around workforce change when implementing 
new models of care in Queensland. in my “spare time” i help 
my husband in our private physiotherapy practice, delivering 
clinical pilates classes and washing towels.

over the last 10 years, my research predominantly examined 
the allied health workforce in both the uK and australia. 
i have published extensively in this field and i am excited 
to be able to use the skills i acquired as an academic and 
clinician to develop a professional credentialing framework 
for speech pathology australia.

anna can be contacted at credentialing@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au

Anna Moran
credentialing Framework Project Officer

credentialing framework project officer anna moran. 

Speech Pathology 
Australia has initiated the 

project in response to 
member and consumer 

feedback.

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://smartsoft.com.au/
http://speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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tHe ASSOcIAtION’S StrAtegIc PlAN is due 
for review and updating for the three years 2017-
2019.

an essential part of informing the development of a 
new strategic plan is the feedback and contribution 
of association members. Building on the extensive 
consultation undertaken for the speech pathology 
2030 project, your input is vital to identifying the 
areas of strategic priority for the association in the 
coming period.

some questions for your deliberation and response 
include:

•	 from the vision and aspirations contained 
within the speech pathology 2030 report, what 
do you feel are the top three priorities for the 
association to progress over the next three 
years?

•	 Do you feel that there are other areas of 
strategic importance that have not been 
captured in the speech pathology 2030 report?

•	 Do you have any other comments?

You can provide your contribution by either 
contacting your local Branch chair, a director of 
speech pathology australia, or the association 
national office directly by telephone on 
1300 368 835 or via email on execassist@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au 

association 
strategic 

Plan review 
get involved!

SPeecH PAtHOlOgY AuStrAlIA’S Board of 
Directors are responsible for the strategic development, 
implementation and evaluation of the association's policies 
and procedures within the rules of the constitution.

Three directors are elected to the office bearer positions of 
president, vice president operations (Vpo) and vice president 
communication (Vpc), which forms the Board executive 
subcommittee (Bes). 

under the association’s constitution Board nominations are 
currently being sought for four positions.

Directors hold major responsibility within the association and 
as such, many directors have never previously undertaken 
a role with similar legal, financial and strategic management 
responsibilities. 

every possible support and assistance is provided by 
experienced directors, especially members of the Board 
executive subcommittee, the chief executive officer and 
national office staff. 

This key leadership role offers a wonderful opportunity to 
develop new skills and contribute significantly to the strategic 
direction of the association and the speech pathology 
profession. Directors are required to attend four board 
meetings each year.

Board nomination forms and an information package are 
available on our website. each nomination must address key 
selection criteria and completed nomination forms must be 
received at national office by Tuesday 31 January 2017.

The appointments will be effective from the 2017 annual 
general meeting in may for a period of two years. 

any voting member is encouraged to nominate, while retiring 
directors are eligible to renominate. elections will be held if 
more than three nominations are received. 

for further information, please see the director position 
description, contained within the policy and procedures 
manual, available on the speech pathology australia website 
or contact a current director, or chief executive officer gail 
mulcair.

call for Board nominations

association news  

sPa requests intermediaries 
at nt royal commission into 
the detention of children
receNtlY tHe AuStrAlIAN and northern Territory governments 
announced a royal commission into the detention of children in the 
northern Territory, following media reports of mistreatment of young people 
detained in youth justice settings. 

There is robust evidence from australia and internationally that between 
50 and 90 percent of young offenders have underlying communication 
problems and that there is a correlation between the seriousness of 
offences and language problems.  

it is likely that the majority of children who will provide evidence to 
the royal commission will have clinically significant but previously 
unrecognised and untreated speech, language and communication 
problems. These children will find it difficult to give evidence to the royal 
commission. communication problems are likely to compromise a child’s 
ability to comprehend instructions or questions, to tell a story or event in a 
logical and sequential manner, to understand the complex language used 
in the royal commission and/or to express themselves adequately. Their 
ability to provide meaningful testimony, to tell their story, or to respond to 
questioning will be reduced.

in august, speech pathology australia wrote to the royal commission 
requesting that the commission employ the use of independent, trained 
communication intermediaries to assist children to provide evidence during 
the hearings. at the time of writing, a response from the commissioners 
had not been received. speech pathology australia is currently preparing 
a written submission to the royal commission and will publish it on our 
website in due course. members can follow the process of the royal 
commission at www.childdetentionnt.royalcommission.gov.au

ronelle Hutchinson
Manager Policy and Advocacy 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.childdetentionnt.royalcommission.gov.au/


With regret, speech pathology australia 
acknowledges the passing of Trisha maroney. 
Trisha was a proud Wardaman woman from the 

Katherine region and an experienced speech pathologist 
with a passion for aboriginal health. Trisha will be sadly 
missed.

Trisha’s early life was spent in atherton Queensland, raised 
by her mother’s white adoptive family. she completed 
high school in the Barossa Valley in south australia and 
entered the speech pathology training course at flinders 
university in 1996, graduating in 2000. after graduation 
she spent time in various part time roles while setting 
up a private practice in gawler (sa). early in 2006 Trisha 
commenced part time work at muna paeindi community 
health centre. in this position she implemented school 
screening programs, weekly speech clinics and developed 
nunga playgroups in the northern suburbs of adelaide. 
Trisha ultimately went on to become the manager at muna 
paeindi community health centre. This experience fed 
her passion for working in early childhood services and 
aboriginal health. it was during this period that she also 
met her partner, mark.

Trisha had a strong sense of her aboriginal heritage and 
was determined to return to the Wardaman country of 
her mother, south west of mataranka, in the nT, and to 
reconnect with her extended family. so in July 2008, mark 
gained employment at Barunga where Trisha was quickly 
identified by cousins, aunties and other family members. 
soon after Trish was employed as a speech pathologist 
by the Katherine regional aboriginal health and related 
services (Krahrs). Krahrs seconded Trish to sunrise 
health service and Wurli Wurlijang health service. Trish 
continued in this role providing speech pathology services 
in Katherine and at Barunga, mataranka, Wugularr, 
Jilkminggan, remote aboriginal communities.

Trisha was tireless in her commitment to the future of the 
speech pathology profession through supervising students. 
in early 2014, Trish joined flinders nT rural clinical school 
based in Katherine as an academic clinical supervisor 
for student-led clinics situated at two primary schools in 
Katherine (clyde fenton and st Joseph college) to facilitate 
increased access to clinical services for aboriginal children, 
develop culturally safe practice skills in the next generation 
of clinicians, and to promote allied health recruitment and 
retention at the local level. she embraced the primary 
school program, improving the tools used with aboriginal 
pupils and liaising with the families and teachers. initiated 
in 2013 by associate professor pascale Dettwiller the 
s.e.l.l. (speaking easy for living and learning) program 
grew with Trish’s support and involvement, expanding to 
good Beginning’s 2learn parenting program. she has 
supervised over 20 students inspiring some of them to 
embrace the paediatric speech pathology practice in 

primary schools. Trish was passionate about bringing 
improvements in speech, language and communication for 
aboriginal kids to increase their opportunities in life, so the 
speech pathology students also learned about aboriginal 
culture and the context of remote health. Trisha presented 
the preliminary outcomes of the s.e.l.l. program at the 
2015 national rural health conference in Darwin.

in addition, Trisha’s willingness to teach was highly 
valued by medical students based in Katherine who were 
supported in their development of cross-cultural skills. a 
hard worker, Trish’s hospitality and support to students 
was not limited to work hours or the work environment. 
many students can testify to her email, text and phone 
messages that assisted them in managing the challenges 
of placement and learning in a remote context far from 
their familiar setting, as well as enjoying social occasions 
with Trisha. Trisha invested heavily in helping students to 
achieve their potential. she based her supervision and 
work ethics on building relationships and her influence as a 
supervisor will live on through her students.

in may 2016, Trish was welcomed as a new staff member 
of the poche centre for indigenous health, flinders 
university, with a brief to provide more formal academic 
teaching and indigenous student support. unfortunately, 
her time was cut short by re-occurrence of her illness.

her sudden passing will leave an irreplaceable vacuum in 
the Katherine community and she will be remembered for 
her big smile and kindness.

We express our sympathy to those closest to Trisha, her 
partner mark Difrancesco, their young daughter susan, 
Trisha’s extended family, the communities in Katherine, and 
all who knew her. may you rest in peace, Trisha – you have 
worked hard, challenged many people in their beliefs about 
aboriginal culture and history, and made the world a better 
place.

Vale 
Trisha maroney (formerly Trisha Boardman) 
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eAcH YeAr SPA supports the development of the evidence 
base for our profession through provision of funding for research. 
in 2016, applications for research grants in the categories 
clinician research and higher Degree research closed on may 
27. calls for applications for the nadia Verrall grant (funded by 
bequest) and the Queensland registration Board legacy fund 
were made at the same time. in total, 26 applications were 
received. five were submitted to more than one category resulting 
in a total of 31 applications across the four categories. 

The breakdown of applications in each category is as follows: 

clinician research   8

Nadia Verrall       5

Higher Degree       8

QrblF                     10

each application was reviewed by two independent reviewers, 
neither of whom was based in the state in which the research was 
to be carried out. The review process resulted in a score from 
a maximum of 100 from each reviewer. When a discrepancy of 
more than 10 marks occurred between the two reviewers, a third 
review was undertaken. 

Thirty one members offered their services as reviewers of the 
applications – our very grateful thanks goes to them. particular 
thanks to those members who provided additional review when 
asked to do so. The success of the review process is entirely 
dependent on this contribution.

i am very pleased to announce the recipients of the 2016 spa 
research grants. 

clinician research grant
Katherine Lethbridge, Victoria 
Patients' perspectives on what makes a better care experience 
when undergoing treatment for oropharyngeal dysphagia 
secondary to head and neck cancer.
 $10,000 

Shaun Ziegenfusz, Queensland
Improving our understanding of response to school-based 
intervention for primary and high school students with language 
disorders attending a specialist school.
$5,000 

Higher Degree research grant
Due to the high quality of applications, the Board agreed to 
increase the total amount of funding available in this category. as 
a result, two grants of $10,000 were awarded. 

Clare Eastwood, NSW
Voice therapy for muscle tension voice disorders: Contents and 
processes.

Leana O’Byrne, Queensland
Technology-enabled self-management in chronic aphasia: When, 
how and what works?

Nadia Verrall
Jessica Boyce, Victoria
Elucidating structural mechanisms of human speech function: 
Speech phenotyping in children with non-syndromic cleft lip and/
or plate and their unaffected relatives. 
$5,000

Queensland review board legacy Fund
This category is open only to Queensland members. 
recommendation for two awards of $10,000 has been made, 
and awaits ratification by the QrBlf governance committee. The 
recipients will be announced following the governance committee 
meeting on 29 september.

further details of the studies for which funding has been awarded 
will be provided in the near future.

cori Williams
Senior Advisor evidence based Practice and research

2016 research grant outcomes  

association news  

membership renewals open on 1 December. 

in preparation:

•	 are your contact details up to date? check and 
update by signing into your member account at                 
www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au. 

•	 certified practicing members: is your professional 
self regulation (psr) log up to date? You will 
need to complete this online when you renew. 
You will need to achieve a minimum of 20 points 
across at least two different activities in order to 
renew. 

if you have any queries about your membership 
for 2017 please do not hesitate to contact 
our membership team at membership@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au or 1300 368 835 or 
03 9642 4899. 

membership renewals 2017 are you ready?

association news  

update your 
member 

details on the 
SPA website

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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speech paThologY ausTralia represenTaTiVes appeareD Before The VicTorian parliamenT 
familY anD communiTY DeVelopmenT commiTTee aT a hearing in melBourne in sepTemBer 
for The inQuirY inTo serVices for people WiTh auTism specTrum DisorDer (asD). To 
folloW is The opening sTaTemenT BY spa acTing naTional presiDenT, roBYn sTephen.  

“tHANK YOu FOr inviting us to speak with you today. speech 
pathology australia is the national peak body for over 7000 
speech pathologists in australia. We have over 1600 Victorian 
members. Whilst i am appearing today as the acting president 
of the association, i also own and operate a private paediatric 
speech pathology practice in Box hill and have been working 
with children with asD and their families for over 20 years. i have 
with me today christine lyons who is currently speech pathology 
australia acting ceo. christine is a dual trained teacher and 
speech pathologist. 

speech pathologists are the university trained allied health 
practitioners who specialise in diagnosing and treating 
communication and swallowing disorders. We are an essential 
part of the multidisciplinary diagnostic, intervention and support 
team for individuals with asD and their families. 

for the majority of people with asD, speech pathology is essential 
for them to achieve social relationships and educational and 
employment outcomes. as we know asD is a lifelong condition 
and the severity of difficulties for people with asD will vary with 
some people having severe impairment such as limited speech, 
whereas others will have speech and language skills in the 
normal range but their problems will be in understanding the 
inference of what is being said depending on the context, and in 
understanding and using social communication.  

speech pathology uses evidence-based approaches to address 
and improve the core speech, language and communication 
problems experienced by the person with asD and to develop 
their functioning in social situations. The level and frequency 
of speech pathology will vary depending on the severity of 
symptoms, the goals of the individual and the family and whether 
or not there is a co-occurring condition such as developmental 
delay or intellectual disability. 

unfortunately, at present the levels of access to speech pathology 
services in Victoria for people with asD is inadequate. problems 
with access are across australia and were examined recently by a 
federal senate inquiry that concluded that demand far outstripped 
supply. even with the rollout of the nDis, this is absolutely the 
case in Victoria. We can discuss further with you the specifics of 
the problems people with asD have accessing speech pathology 
services – cost is only one factor and availability and location of 
services, adequacy of services, workforce issues and eligibility 
criteria all act as barriers. 

Whilst we hope that our appearance before you today will help 
your understanding of how speech pathology “fits” into the 
picture of autism services in Victoria, we really want to take this 
opportunity to highlight some tangible things that the Victorian 

government could do that would improve services for people 
with asD. We are keen to speak to you in detail about these 
ideas, but for the hansard record i would like to address our key 
recommendations. 

We recommend that the Victorian government, in the first 
instance, begin to systematically gather, report and analyse 
prevalence data on the number of Victorians diagnosed with asD. 
This will help all future policy and program planning.

There is no getting away from it, increased resourcing needs to 
be directed to autism services – specifically to publicly funded, no 
fee speech pathology services. The imperative for early diagnosis 
is well known. This requires specialist autism assessment teams 
which include a speech pathologist and we would recommend 
that paediatric services be prioritised. in addition specialist autism 
programs also need to be prioritised across education, housing, 
sport and employment services 

We think there are a range of changes that could be made to 
existing services that would fundamentally improve access 
without significant additional costs. changes such as using 
telepractice for speech pathology, using hub and spoke models of 
services, and shared care arrangements between specialist and 
general speech pathologists would be of great benefit, not just for 
those people in rural Victoria. 

finally, in Victoria many government primary schools have 
access to speech pathologists. This is not the case in some 
other states. Despite this, in-school speech pathologists are 
overwhelmed with workload. They are often asked to focus 
their time on assessment. Whilst this is important, access to 
treatment and intervention is necessary in order for a student with 
asD to actively participate in the curriculum through the social 
environment of the classroom. The speech pathologist needs to 
work in the classroom alongside the teacher and in curriculum 
planning to provide expertise which will help teachers provide high 
quality, individualised teaching to these students so that they can 
learn to their full potential. it is our view that significant investment 
needs to be made in this area of government services. 

it is easy to get lost in the many issues facing our autism service 
delivery sector in Victoria. But i think it is important that we 
not lose sight of the fact that people with asD are part of our 
community. if we wish these individuals and families to participate 
as fully as possible in the social and economic life of our society, 
then they need to be able to access the right supports at the right 
times in their lives. We hope we can help highlight what those 
supports could and should be. Thankyou.” 

autism services in Victoria
our messages to parliamentarians

Policy and advocacy

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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association news  

A cAll FOr expressions of interest was disseminated to 
the australian speech pathology community, which led to the 
appointment of three working party leaders: robyn lowe from the 
australian stuttering research centre, and Verity macmillan and 
stacey sheedy from the stuttering unit, south West sydney local 
health network, sydney. robyn led the working party for adult 
management, and stacey and Verity led working parties for pre-
school children and school-aged and adolescent clients. There 
were seven members of the working party, who are listed below.

The clinical guideline for stuttering management is a timely 
event in light of two pivotal developments in the field. The first 
is increasing evidence during past decades of quality of life 
impairment caused by stuttering during the life-span, notably 
mental health problems. recent findings are showing evidence of 
mental health problems emerging during the primary school years 
for children who stutter. 

The second development is increasing and compelling evidence 
for effective clinical control of stuttering shortly after onset during 
early childhood. 

considered together, those developments present speech 
pathologists with an imposing duty of care for clients who 
stutter. in the first instance they are duty bound to do all that is 
possible to provide early effective intervention to stop the adverse 
developmental course of the disorder. for those clients who 
develop chronic stuttering, speech pathologists are responsible for 
providing assessment and management of the speech problems 
associated with the disorder. it is also their responsibility to screen 
for any associated mental health problems and to ensure such 
health problems are managed properly by the appropriate health 
professional. 

The working party incorporated principles of evidence-based 
practice in its considerations, using the well-known definition of 
it being, “the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current 
best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual 
patients.” (p71), incorporating considerations of clinical expertise 
and client needs. clinical trials were classified using guidelines 

provided by the australian national health and medical research 
council. 

During the second part of last year a draft was circulated for 
comment to the speech pathology community and to the 
australian speak easy association, and early this year the 
guideline was made available on the speech pathology australia 
website. 

The guideline focuses on clinical targets of behavioural control 
of stuttering and the management of mental health problems, 
which appear to be fundamental to the presenting complaints 
of those who stutter and their parents. clinical trials are included 
within the guideline as the fundamental unit of clinical research 
that is informative for clinicians. among the more vexing issues 
for the working party was to make a defensible recommendation 
to the profession about how to measure and manage any mental 
health problems experienced by adult and child clients. That is a 
critical issue because attainment of benchmark clinical skills with 
assessment and management of mental health issues is beyond 
the jurisdiction of the speech pathology profession. 

Working party members

lana Mccarthy   private practice, sydney

Amanda lyons   mater health and Wellness, Brisbane

Shane erickson   school of allied health, la Trobe university

Monique Maguire  private practice, melbourne

brenda carey   private practice, melbourne

Adriana Penman   school of health and rehabilitation sciences,  
    university of Queensland

Anna Hearne   college of humanities and social sciences,   
    massey university, auckland

The guidelines are currently available to view on the spa website. 

clinical guideline for 
stuttering management

The clinical 
guideline for 

stuttering 
management 

is a timely 
event in light 
of two pivotal 

developments in 
the field. 

lasT Year speech paThologY ausTralia commissioneD The preparaTion of a clinical 
guiDeline for sTuTTering managemenT. marK onsloW, DirecTor of The ausTralian 
sTuTTering research cenTre aT The uniVersiTY of sYDneY, Was recruiTeD as The proJecT 
officer he reporTs on The guiDeline’s recenT release. 

1sackett, D. l., rosenburg, W. m. c., gray, J. a. m., haynes, r. B., & 
richardson, W. s. (1996). evidence based medicine: What it is and what it 
isn’t. British Medical Journal, 312, 71–72.

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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NOMINAtIONS Are SOugHt for Branch executive members 
for 2017.

Branches provide a forum for communication and networking, 
engage in decision making processes, implement Board policies 
and strategic directions, promote strategic activities, coordinate 
activities that support professional development and promotion 
of the profession, and respond to state/territory level issues. 

if you are interested in being involved in the activities of your 
association in 2017, please download and complete the Branch 
nomination form from our website. nominations must be 
submitted via email to admin@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au 
by friday 7 october 2016. please note Branch executive roles 
are for a twelve month term. Those currently holding Branch 
executive roles must re-nominate in order to be considered for 
2017.

call for 2017 Branch 
executive nominations 

tHe tHIrD bOArD meeting for 2016 was held on friday 5 and 
saturday 6 august 2016. 
some brief highlights from the meeting are listed below. 
•	 The Board considered “how can the association be 

supported to be more agile and responsive?” a strategy 
will be formed for consideration at the november Board 
meeting. 

•	 The association continues to pursue inclusion within the 
national registration and accreditation scheme on behalf 
of the membership. a response is being prepared to a 
consultation paper regarding the review of criteria for entry 
to the national registration and accreditation scheme.

•	 The national alliance of self regulating health professions 
(nasrhp) continues to progress well, with recent funding 
from the Department of health obtained in order to progress 
the implementation of self-regulating standards. 

•	 The 2016 university accreditors Training meeting included 
a session focused on aboriginal and Torres strait islander 
(aTsi) cultural responsiveness. speech pathology 
australia’s chief executive officer, gail mulcair attended, 
conveying the Board’s commitment. 

•	 speech pathology australia will host a forum regarding 
the international Dysphagia Diet standardisation 
initiative (iDDsi), including the Dietitians association of 
australia (Daa), Dietitians new zealand and the new 
zealand speech-language Therapists’ association (via 
videoconference). 

•	 a strategic discussion regarding speech pathology 
australia’s research grants program was held with a range 
of process amendments to occur. 

•	 Draft practice documents including parameters of practice, 
the Transdisciplinary position statement and speech 
pathologists Working in literacy were reviewed. 

The next Board meeting will be held on 25 to 26 november 2016 
and will include approval of the 2017 budget.

august 2016 Board of 
directors meeting report  
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Other Upcoming Workshop Dates 

INTRODUCTION TO VOICECRAFT  
 20 January 2017 - Venue: Westmead NSW  

VOICE ASSESSMENT 
21 January 2017 - Venue: Westmead NSW  
30 January 2017 – Venue: Gold Coast QLD 

ESSENTIALS 
1-4 February 2017 - Venue: Gold Coast QLD 

More information is available on our website 
www.voicecraft.com.au 

 

All enquiries & registrations to: 
E: workshops@voicecraft.com.au 

P: 1800 VOICECRAFT (1800 864 232) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

presents 

THE ADVANCED  

WORKSHOP 
 

17TH - 19TH NOVEMBER 2016   

WESTMEAD NSW 
 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:admin@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
http://scopeaust.org.au/shop
http://www.voicecraft.com.au/
mailto:workshops@voicecraft.com.au
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tHe WINNerS Are in and everything is in place for 
the speech pathology Book of the Year 2016 awards 
ceremony, which for the second time is being conducted 
in Brisbane. a big thank you to the state library of 
Queensland for their support, and for hosting the 2016 
awards ceremony.

The winners of the 2016 Book of the Year will be formally 
announced on Thursday 13 october. until then, please 
keep the winners a secret! everyone is welcome to attend 
the ceremony. formalities get underway from 10.45am at 
the state library of Queensland, auditorium 1, level 2, 
cultural precinct, stanley place, south Brisbane.

a new entrant to the speech pathology australia Book of 
the Year hall of fame (children’s language and literature 
award) will also be announced at the awards ceremony. 
Details about the winner will be published in the December 
edition of Speak Out. The winner is a very well-known 
female author of australian children’s books and is a 
previous winner of a speech pathology australia Book of 
the Year award!

a big thank you to all of this year’s Book of the Year 
judges, without whom there would be no awards. The 
time and effort taken by the judges to read the books, and 

then to prioritise and pass comment on the best ones, is 
significant. The judges can only undertake their tasks once 
the mountain of nominated books has been reduced to a 
select few by our dedicated “shortlisters” and our partners 
at let’s read (who shortlist the books in the Birth to 3 
years category). 

in 2016, there was a record 154 books nominated for the 
speech pathology australia Book of the Year awards – up 
from 112 in 2015. feedback from the judges was that the 
standard across the 52 books shortlisted for judging was 
extremely high. congratulations again to all the authors 
and illustrators who had a book shortlisted. Details of 
the shortlisted books can found on the Book of the Year 
webpage.

everyone can help celebrate the Book of the Year awards 
and the winning books. You can do this by recommending 
the winning titles to parents and educators, displaying the 
Book of the Year poster in your workplace, and talking 
to your local library about promoting the awards and the 
winning books.

and the winners are…

book of the Year 

Winner
Book 

of the Year
2016

2016 
Book of the 

year awards

the best 
books for 
language 

and literacy 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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book of the Year 

The winnersWinner
Book 

of the Year
2016

Shortlisted
Book 

of the Year
2016

Once I Heard a Little 
Wombat
by Renee Treml

Baby to 3 years Three to 5 years Five to 8 years 
Something Wonderful 
by Raewyn Caisley 
Illustrations by Karen Blair

Funky Chicken: Chooks in Space 
by Chris Collin
Illustrations by Megan Kitchin

New Boy
by Nick Earls

Eight to 10 years Indigenous Children
The Pearl-shell Diver 
by Kay Crabbe

The shortlisted books 
more than 50 books were shortlisted in the awards for 2016. View the 
full list at www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/books

`

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/books
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SPeecH PAtHOlOgY WeeK 2016 will most likely be 
remembered for the launch of the final report of the speech 
pathology 2030 project (see page 4 ), but the week marked much 
more than the formal completion of this exciting endeavour.

feedback from members, and others, was that the week and 
the surrounding campaign was very successful in making 
more australians aware of those in our community who have a 
communication or swallowing difficulty.

The association ran a dedicated social media campaign, 
including advertising on Twitter and facebook. The success of 
the campaign can be seen from the 19.9 percent increase in 
facebook likes. The association’s facebook page now has more 
than 11,500 likes. There was also an 8.4 percent increase in the 
number of followers for the association’s Twitter handle 
@speechpathaus during the campaign period, it now has in 
excess of 7,510 followers.

The distribution of 70,000 mini-mags nationally also heightened 
interest, not only in speech pathology Week, but in the speech 
pathology profession more generally. The mini-mags were a 
postcard-sized 12-page booklet. each page carried information 
about the profession with a unique url, linking the page with 
more specific information on the association’s website. The mini-
mags were distributed in every state and territory, and in a limited 
number of regional centres.

congratulations must go to the large number of association 
members who were able to generate local media interest in 
speech pathology Week 2016. using the template media release 
produced by national office, many members secured articles in 
local newspapers, and a number of members secured airtime 
on radio. Win TV in canberra also ran a story about speech 
pathology Week.

every state Branch was active during speech pathology Week 
and more detail can be found on their respective pages in this 
edition of Speak Out. of note was the nsW Branch, which ran 
their successful sparty night and the Victorian Branch who had 
more than 80 at their annual trivia night and more than 120 to an 
evening organised by Victorian student members. The Western 
australian Branch had more than 50 to their speech pathology 
Week launch; while “down south”, the Tasmanian Branch ran 
successful market day stalls in hobart and launceston.

campaign activity was also generated by association members 
who purchased one of the 240 speech pathology Week 
campaign Kits produced by national office. The campaign 

kits included posters, magnets, stickers, wristbands, posters, 
balloons, and flyers with information about the profession and 
communication and swallowing difficulties. in addition, each state 
Branch received their own speech pathology Week campaign Kit 
with promotional collateral. in total, national office packed around 
75,000 items into these kits! other digital campaign material 
was also available for download from the association’s website, 
including the speech pathology Week logo, posters, and an email 
signature.

finally, a huge thank you to all the members who got involved 
in speech pathology Week 2016 in one form or another. The 
success of the week is directly related to your hard work and 
endeavours.

sPWeek 2016 – “creating Futures”

all over australia speech pathologists celebrated speech pathology 
Week. The week was a great success and highlighted the importance of 
swallowing and communication issues to the broader community. 

Speech Pathology Week 

This page from top left are Victorian Branch members addie 
robinson, cluny Barnes, Karen Bloomberg, Jane-elise cherry, 
nathaniel swain, Katherine sanchez, simone arnott, Deb mylne. front 
row anastasia spanos, mia simson, Debbie phyland, Tammie Tun, 
Britt King, laura Darvas. second from left christi Boucher from guild 
insurance, suzanne churcher from Winston churchill Travel fellowship, 
eva Butcher, melissa murphy and alana stewart from the stroke 
foundation. Wa Branch members emma corry, Jess morrison, Kate 
green, annie heneghan, at the front is nickee priestman.

Michael Kerrisk
communications and Marketing Manager

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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Speech Pathology Week 

members and staff gather at the launch at the 
national gallery of Victoria. a Tasmanian member 
spreading the word at the salamanca market. Top 
righT helping out at the nT Branch fun Bus are 
melissa ridd and laura Browne. 

Sydney, NSW ............. Nov 2-4, 2016 
Melbourne, VIC ..... Nov 16-18, 2016 

Brisbane, QLD .... Nov 23-25, 2016
Perth, WA ................. Dec 1-3, 2016

See our complete workshop schedule at www.hanen.org/workshops

Space is limited! Register today for one of these upcoming It Takes Two to Talk workshops:

Involve parents with an evidence-based 
coaching framework

Give parents the skills to support their child's language 
learning during the meaningful, real-life situations where 
learning happens best.  

Attend an It Takes Two to Talk® Certification Workshop and 
gain an evidence-based framework for coaching parents to 
be primary interventionists for their child – making 
intervention a natural, ongoing process and providing the 
enriched early learning environments that are especially 
important for children with language  delays. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.hanen.org/workshops
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ethics news

tecHNOlOgY HAS AND continues to have an immense 
impact on clinical practice and efficiency for speech pathologists. 
When we think of emerging technologies and the interface with 
speech pathology professional practice, images of aac, apps 
and telepractice spring to mind. Do smart phones and personal 
computers rate a mention on your list, or are they so ubiquitous 
that their presence in our work lives are taken for granted? These 
are now common “tools of the trade” in speech pathologists’ daily 
work, yet have you considered the ethical issues associated with 
their use? let’s examine a few key issues that arise from time to 
time in the queries and complaints received at national office.

confidentiality 

The spa code of ethics principle 2.5 professional integrity: We 
comply with federal and state laws, and standard 3.1.4 and 3.2.4, 
all speak to our obligation to maintain our client’s confidentiality at 
all times. This means that speech pathologists have an ethical and 
legal obligation to ensure client information and records are kept 
in a secure location, and accessible only to those who require it.

client records saved electronically 

Where are your electronic client records physically stored? if you 
keep client data in the cloud, you are obliged to ensure that are 
you compliant with the privacy act, and the australian privacy 
principles. (see the spa cloud Based storage and privacy faQ 
for further information)

if data is stored in a hard drive or a device, you will need to 
consider where that device is physically stored and how it is 
transported. Your obligations also include the need to manage 
how the data is protected, i.e., who has access to the device, 
who knows the passwords, how and when is the data backed 
up, and to have a data breach plan, (see the spa health records 
faQ for further information).

use of private devices

Who owns the phone and computer/laptop/tablet employees 
use for work? if a practice relies on the use of the employee’s 
personal equipment, who has access to that device, how is 
confidentiality of the data ensured and what happens when the 
employee leaves the practice? This needs planning from the start 
of the employment relationship, to avoid difficult situations and the 
potential for unethical behaviour. 

employees have an ethical obligation to not “poach” clients from 
their employer when they leave a practice. however, it is always 
easier to manage that situation proactively and set up appropriate 
processes while the employee is still working in a practice, than 

to reactively sort through the situation once an employee has 
left and it becomes apparent that there may have been unethical 
actions. an example of how this can create difficulties is when 
an employee who has been using personal devices for storage 
of client information, including client contact details, leaves a 
practice. clients who have been seen by that employee still have 
a personal mobile number and possibly a private email address 
for that ex-employee. clients can exercise their choice to see the 
speech pathologist they want to however, it is not appropriate for 
speech pathologists to use that client contact information for their 
personal benefit or entice clients away from the employer. in this 
way, use of personal devices can set up the potential for unethical 
behaviour and friction between the practice and the ex-employee.

another situation that arises from time to time is when 
assessment reports, letters, progress notes, etc., are stored on 
a computer that the practice does not have access to or control 
over. This can create difficulties in accessing the information if 
the employee is not at work, or leaves the practice, which is 
inappropriate. 

if appropriate processes for recordkeeping and control of client 
contact details are established while the speech pathologist 
is employed within a practice, the risk of significant issues to 
manage when the employee leaves the practice are greatly 
reduced. one way to manage this proactively is to have a 
policy regarding use of practice-owned or personal phones and 
devices. another strategy is to perform regular audits of client 
files to ensure that all employees are maintaining appropriate 
records, including that assessment reports are written within 
an appropriate timeframe, that progress notes are kept and 
decipherable for all sessions provided and match the item number 
(if a medicare or private health fund rebate was used), and that 
all client electronic records held on a personal device are given to 
the practice for access and storage. it may be that it is easiest to 
manage these actions if the information is held only on a practice-
owned device.

This is not to say that the use of private devices by employees 
always causes problems or that it is always inappropriate. 
examples of employees acting in an ethical and trustworthy 
manner far outweigh the reverse. however, we all need to 
be aware of the implications of the decision to allow, or the 
expectation to use, private devices for employment purposes and 
manage the situation appropriately, both while an employee is 
working at a practice and when they leave.

for further information please contact Trish Johnson, senior 
advisor ethical and professional issues at national office, 
tjohnson@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au.

how does 
professional 
ethics relate 
to smart 
phones and 
laptops?

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:tjohnson@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/spaweb/Document_Management/Restricted/Professional_Resources.aspx#anchor_li
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/spaweb/Document_Management/Restricted/Professional_Resources.aspx#anchor_li
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ethics news

tHe 10 MeMberS of the spa ethics Board, 
Vice president communications and senior 
advisor ethics and professional issues met at 
national office over the weekend 12–14 august, 
for the annual training weekend. The ethics 
Board membership includes seven speech 
pathologists: the chair, three senior members 
(appointed by the Board of Directors) plus 
three elected members; and three community 
representatives who are not speech pathologists. 
The ethics Board is responsible for managing 
ethical complaints related to members’ speech 
pathology practice as well as promoting ethical 
practice in speech pathology, including provision 
of education to encourage and support proactive 
application of our professional ethics in our 
practice. The Board achieves this objective 
by publishing articles, running conference 
workshops and ongoing development of the spa 
ethics education package.

The training weekend started on friday evening 
with a presentation from Dr arthur rallis, 
lawyer, on ethical breaches and determination 
of appropriate penalties. The Board spent the 
following day completing training activities, 
including examination of ethical issues that may 
arise when speech pathologists work with people 
living with dysphagia as they transition to the 
nDis. The weekend concluded at midday on 
sunday after a full meeting of the ethics Board. it 
was a full program that inspired robust discussion 
and exploration of current trends in professional 
speech pathology ethics.

etHIcS bOArD MeMberS regularly contribute articles 
published in the Journal of Clinical Practice in Speech-
Language Pathology (JCPSLP). are you aware that the 
ethics Board published an ethics supplement of the 
JCPSLP in 2015? The supplement contains articles from 
2005–2015 written by members of the ethics Board and 
colleagues. The supplement is available through open 
access, and the articles are organised thematically to cover 
emerging trends in ethical issues, ethics in the workplace, 
ethics and technology, ethics and dysphagia management, 
and ethics and clinical education. This issue of JCPSLP can 
be viewed here:  www.speechpathologyaustralia.cld.bz/
JCPSLP-Vol-17-Supplement-1-2015-lores

The ethics education package is currently a hard-copy 
document that members can download at no charge from 
the spa website. Dr suze leitao, chair of the ethics Board, 
and Dr Belinda Kenney, an elected member, are currently 
working on the development of the package into an online 
learning format, which will be piloted between now and 
the end of 2016. Keep your eyes open for the new online 
modules in 2017.

sPa ethics Board training weekend

ethics education

ethics Board community 
representative 
grant meredith
grANt HAS beeN a spa ethics Board community 
representative since 2010. This role entails participation 
in investigation panels when a formal ethics complaint is 
received against a member, as well as contributing to the 
quarterly meetings and educational activities of the Board. 

grant lectures in the faculty of science and Technology, 
school of engineering and information Technology at 
federation university australia in multimedia and games. 
he was awarded alumnus of the Year from the university 
in 2015, in the outstanding service to the community 
nomination category. www.federation.edu.au/industry-and-
community/alumni/about-
alumni/alumni-awards/2015-
alumni-award-recipients

The award was given to grant 
in recognition of his role in 
establishing and leading the 
Technologies for empowering 
people for participation in 
society (Tepps) program. 
This program has produced a 
number of software programs 
that are designed to assist 
people with special needs, 
including scenari-aid which 
is an online “social simulator”, 
providing opportunities to 
practise communication in 
a variety of simulated social 
environments.

from lefT Trish Johnson (saepi) and ethics Board members include Trish Bradd, 
Donna Dancer, Belinda Kenny, suze leitao, richard saker, sue Block, Tristan nickless, 
felicity Burke, helen smith and grant meredith.

trish Johnson
Senior Advisor ethical and Professional Issues

`

`

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.cld.bz/
http://www.federation.edu.au/industry-and-


tHe cONFereNce PlANNINg cOMMIttee is pleased to 
introduce you to the first of our keynote speakers Dr laura Justice 
and congratulates elizabeth usher memorial award recipient Dr 
Tricia mccabe.

laura Justice is ehe Distinguished professor 
of educational psychology at The ohio state 
university. she is also executive Director 
of the crane center for early childhood 
research and policy and the schoenbaum 
family center. Dr Justice is interested in 
identifying ways to more effectively support 
the early language and literacy development 
of children experiencing risk, including 

children with communication disorders and children living in 
poverty. Justice is the author of more than 200 peer-reviewed 
articles, appearing in such journals as Child Development; 
Psychological Science; Developmental Psychology; Journal of 
Speech, Language, and Hearing Research; and American Journal 
of Speech-Language Pathology. 

Justice is also the author of two major textbooks in 
communication sciences Communication Sciences and 
Disorders: A Contemporary Perspective, and Language 
Development: Theory of Practice. Justice is heavily involved with 
literacy promotion in international contexts, including ongoing 
work scaling up a parent–child reading program in indigenous 
maya villages in eastern mexico. 

Dr Tricia mccabe cpsp is head of 
Discipline and associate professor in 
speech pathology in the faculty of health 
sciences at The university of sydney. from 
2010-2016 she was course Director of the 
undergraduate degree in speech pathology. 
Tricia has published more than 60 peer 
reviewed journal articles, supervised more 
than 20 research students, and has had $3.6 

million in research grants. she has been an accreditor of university 
speech pathology programs since 2006 and is a member of the 
management committee of speechBiTe.

Tricia’s research, teaching and clinical practice are all focused on 
improving treatments for moderate-severe speech impairments 
in children and adults. in particular, she has spent much of the 
past ten years working to improve treatments for children with 
childhood apraxia of speech and this has resulted in the two 
randomised control Trials comparing different interventions in this 
population. 

With a team of colleagues, research and undergraduate students, 
and volunteers she has developed the rapid syllable Transition 
Training intervention (resT), a novel intervention which uses drill 
practice of non-words to improve the motor planning skills. This 
treatment has been shown to be effective in face-to-face and 
telehealth service delivery. The ian potter foundation has recently 
funded a free internet based training program for clinicians in 
resT and this training will provide many more children with 
access to this innovative treatment

Tricia is also interested in the application of evidence-based 
practice in speech pathology, service delivery innovations and 
professional voice user training. she maintains a small private 

practice in sydney providing second opinion assessments and 
treatment to children and adults with speech disorders. Tricia 
tweets as @tricmc on speech pathology topics and baking.

call for papers
The closing date has passed and the reviewers are busy grading 
each abstract. The cpc would like to thank everyone who 
submitted an abstract and every effort will be made to include 
as many as possible into the conference program. authors 
of abstracts accepted into the conference program will be 
contacted in early november 2016 and asked to confirm their 
participation.

call for reviewers
The scientific program chair (spc) would like to thank all 
members who have offered to review abstracts for the 2017 
national conference.

Welcome reception and win a ticket to climb the Sydney 
Harbour bridge 
The 2017 national conference Welcome 
reception will be held at the iconic luna 
park. in 1999 the nsW government 
accepted metro edgley’s proposal for 
redevelopment of the site and in 2003 
construction and total refurbishment of 
buildings and rides began. prior to this 
the Big Dipper rollercoaster was sold to 
Dreamworld Queensland. in 2004 luna 
park reopened. in 2010 luna park was 
listed on the state heritage register.

in keeping with our conference logo, 
we are giving one member who attends 
the 2017 national conference the 
opportunity to win a ticket to climb the 
sydney harbour Bridge. each month within event enews, we will 
include a question and the correct answers will go into the draw 
to win the prize. The winning name will be drawn at the 2017 
national conference during pre-registration on sunday 28 may 
2017.  

Sponsorship and exhibition
The sponsorship and exhibition invitation is now available from 
our website. please visit www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/ 
professional education/national conference 2017 for full details.

The cpc would like to welcome the first sponsors:
guild insurance has confirmed sponsorship of 
the conference. Dinner and photo booth.

nestle health science has confirmed 
sponsorship of the     
conference lanyards.

The exhibitors to date include – coviu global, precise, pro-ed 
australia, reading Doctor, sandpiper publications, sp in Vietnam 
and cambodia, speechBiTe, speech pathology australia and 
Wise Words australia.

                 Harmony turnbull  
   2017 Conference Convenor
     Pamela Richards 
   National Conference Manager
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National conference

national conference 
28–31 may 2017, icc sydney

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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continuing professional development

National Office has a 1300 368 835 number 
to support members within Australia to have 
equity in phoning National Office for the 
cost of a local call.

When phoning about SPA Events, please 
have your SPA member number ready to 
help us assist you as efficiently as possible.

do you have dietary 
or accessibility 
requirements?
please let us know of your dietary and/or accessibility 
requirements each time you register for a workshop.

With the recent change to the spa website and 
database, we now ask that you to let us know of 
any dietary and accessibility requirements each time 
you register for an event. This will ensure currency of 
information to allow us to best meet your needs.

Dr SerrY WIll present on Speech Pathology in the Literacy 
Domain: From Prevention to Intervention. This two-day workshop 
will explore the scope of practice for speech pathologists in 
prevention or reducing the risk of children becoming poor 
readers; early identification and management; assessment and 
formal intervention for children and adolescents. The focus will 
toward younger children, but principles can be applied across 
age groups. a “response-to-intervention” model will underpin the 
discussion regarding formal intervention. in addition to this two-
day workshop that will run in most Branches, the national tour 
program will finish with a 90-minute online cpD live event.

Dr Tanya serry, B.app. sc (sp path), m.a. (applied linguistics), 
phD, is a member of the living with Disability research centre 
at la Trobe university. she is also senior lecturer in the discipline 
of speech pathology and an honorary research fellow at the 
murdoch children’s research institute in the hearing, language 
and literacy group. Tanya’s research interests focus on the 
prevention, identification and intervention for people with dyslexia 

and other reading, spelling and writing difficulties. Tanya has 
researched policy and management practices that are in place to 
support this population, and she also has a strong interest in the 
experiences of those who provide supplementary reading support 
as well as parents of struggling readers. recently, Tanya led a 
team of 10 speech pathologists in the development of speech 
pathology australia’s clinical guideline for speech pathologists 
who work in the literacy domain. in 2015, she was awarded a 
grant to investigate the experiences of university students with 
dyslexia. Dr serry conducts both quantitative and qualitative 
research and she has published book chapters on qualitative 
research methodology.

The association is looking forward to Tanya sharing her 
knowledge, experience and clinical skills in applying speech 
pathology knowledge of language and phonology to promoting 
oral language competency and emergent literacy, and of 
collaborative practice in the literacy domain in partnerships as part 
of a wider team of professionals.

dr tanya serry announced as 
2017 national tour speaker
speech paThologY ausTralia is DelighTeD To announce The 2017 
naTional Tour speaKer, Dr TanYa serrY Who conTinues The line-up of 
highlY respecTeD anD KnoWleDgeaBle speech paThologisTs Who haVe 
accepTeD spa’s inViTaTion To presenT The associaTion’s annual naTional 
Tour.

There are three events 
remaining for the 2016 spa 
national Tour – Dementia is 
Our Business. The tour will 
finish with a 90-minute cpD 
online event by speaker Dr 
Jade cartwright. 

upcoming events include: 
melbourne friday 14 october 
Online registration open

sydney friday 11 november  
Online registration open

Sharon crane 
Senior Advisor Professional education and 

certification (cPD & PSr)

National 
Tour 
events

www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au   
Professional Development     National tour

The final event will run live 
on Tuesday 22 november 
2016, from 2.00pm to 
3.30pm aeDT.

To find out more, go to the 
national Tour webpage of 
the spa website. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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Your SPA Member Benefits 

Member Advantage is the ultimate benefit experience. 
Your SPA Member Advantage program offers you and 
your family unlimited use and allows you to save money 
on your everyday expenses. Access an extensive range of 
financial and lifestyle member benefits.

• Dining
• Entertainment
• Shopping
• Travel
• Technology
• Financial
• Insurance

www.memberadvantage.com.au/spa

How do I access my benefits?        
Your member benefits can be accessed by phone and 
online via the Member Advantage website. For your 
dining and entertainment benefits, simply show the 
Ambassador Card logo on the front of your membership 
card at the point of sale.

How do I use the Member Advantage website?
Visit www.memberadvantage.com.au/spa for full details of the benefits available to you and your 
family. Please note that you will need to enter your membership number as your password. This 
number is also displayed on the front of your SPA Member Advantage card, for future reference.

Call 1300 853 352 or 
email info@memberadvantage.com.au

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.memberadvantage.com.au/spa
http://www.memberadvantage.com.au/spa
mailto:info@memberadvantage.com.au
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NDIS

MANY MeMberS WIll be aware of the problems with the 
introduction of the new iT portal for the nDis. in June, with just 
seven days notice providers and participants were informed that 
the current portal would not be accessible from 16 June, and the 
new my place portal was to be launched on 1 July. The decision 
to launch the new system on 1 July was linked to the transition 
to full nDis scheme, which will herald a massive increase in the 
number and rate of participants entering the scheme across 
australia.

The introduction of the new iT system was aimed at 
improving functionality for users, including addressing risks of 
“overspending” on plans and/or support items where more than 
one provider may be allocating funds for service delivery from the 
same funding “bucket” (e.g. transdisciplinary and multidisciplinary 
support items). The design also seems to operationalise the 
participant “choice and control” concept, with participants 
needing to approve service bookings and funding allocations for 
providers.

problems with the design of the my place system and data 
migration culminated in many of our members being unable to 
claim payment for services they had provided to participants from 
late June and throughout august. at one point more than a million 
dollars was owed to just 100 of our members. 

members reported significant costs to their businesses as well as 
foregone income as they increased hours of administrative staff, 
and cancelled clients to spend their time trying to sort out the 
payment difficulties with the nDia. some members struggled to 
pay their staff, others were not drawing any salary themselves, 
and many reported having to take out short term loans or make 
other credit arrangements to cover their business costs. perhaps 
most weighing on the minds of our members – participants were 
missing out on speech pathology services whilst our private 
practices attempted to cope with not being paid for two months. 

in order to determine just how “big” a problem the payment issues 
were, spa surveyed its members to obtain detailed information 
to provide to the federal assistant minister for Disability, the hon 
Jane prentice. assistant minister prentice is responsible for the 
operational side of the nDis and reports to her senior minister, 
The hon christian porter. 

With the intervention of assistant minister prentice, members who 

had alerted us to their problems were individually contacted and 
provided with one-to-one support from the nDia. many of these 
members reported that their immediate difficulties with requesting 
and receiving payments were resolved. unfortunately, for others 
ongoing communication with the nDia over a number of weeks 
was needed in order for them to be paid for services already 
provided. 

speech pathology australia continues to provide regular updates 
to the assistant minister’s office about members still awaiting a 
satisfactory resolution.

acting president robyn stephen, acting ceo chris lyons and 
national advisor Disability cathy olsson met in canberra on 27 
august with the deputy ceo and senior officials from the nDia. 
at this meeting, we were able to successfully advocate for one-
to-one support to be provided to our members who were still 
awaiting payments for their services and were still experiencing 
technical problems. We were able to secure a commitment by the 
nDia to: 

•	 continue to provide individual support to our members who 
continued to experience problems being paid;

•	 develop a team of specific nDia provider support officers 
who our members could contact directly – to focus on 
understanding and responding to their individual needs and 
issues as small private practice speech pathologists; 

•	 for our national Disability advisor cathy olsson to provide 
consultation services to the nDia to help develop more user 
friendly (and meaningful) information for allied health providers 
on how to “interface” with the myplace portal; 

•	 liaise with our association for input on the design and to 
identify speech pathology providers to “test” any future 
changes to the functionality of the portal; 

•	 explore how the nDia provider support service might operate 
outside normal business hours (including weekends) so that 
speech pathologists do not need to take time out of clinical 
sessions to resolve portal issues. 

We continue to closely monitor the situation, and there are 
arrangements for further meetings with the nDia to review 
progress. 

NDIS portal payment problems:
Advocating for our members and their clients

at one point more 
than a million 

dollars was owed 
to just 100 of our 

members. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/


While it has unfortunately come at considerable personal and 
financial cost to many of our members, we are confident that the 
nDia now has a greater understanding that speech pathologists 
in private practice are significant and important new entrants 
to the service provision “marketplace” of the nDis. as such, it 
is critical that we be considered carefully in the design of the 
nDis if participants are to have true control and choice for the 
services they need. our role in the nDis and recent problems 
with payments were discussed by all state, territory and federal 
ministers for disability at the recent council of australian 
governments Disability reform council meeting. 

The nDia provides updates on it website as well as via emails to 
providers, and suggests that providers experiencing difficulties 
with the portal phone the nDis provider support on 1800 800 
110, in the first instance. The nDis also has a complaints and 
feedback process. information is available at www.ndis.gov.au/
about-us/contact-us/feedback-complaints.html 

please contact either cathy or ronelle at national office if you 
experience ongoing difficulties resulting from the functionality of 
the myplace portal and the nDis supports. it is important that 
our members working in the dynamic and fast-changing sector, 
that is the nDis, keep our association informed about what is 
really happening “on the ground” so that we can meaningfully and 
successfully advocate with governments on your behalf. 

cathy Olsson
National Disability Advisor

ronelle Hutchinson
Manager Policy and Advocacy
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Speech Pathology Australia is now calling for expressions 
of interest from South Australian members to join the 
2018 conference planning committee. Expressions of 
interest should include a cover letter stating relevant 
experience and a curriculum vitae to support the 
application.

The application should be submitted to Pamela 
Richards, SPA National Conference Manager via email 
conference@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au. 

Applications close Friday 28 October 2016.

2018 National Conference Adelaide
Call for 2018 conference planning committee

SPeecH PAtHOlOgY AuStrAlIA provides a representative 
voice to governments on issues which impact on the 
professional practice and service delivery of the speech 
pathology profession. for example, risks to the development 
of a viable speech pathology nDis market, and impacts on 
service access for consumers were the key messages that we 
took forward to the australian government and the nDia in 
relation to the recent problems with the nDis portal. 

speech pathology australia is not the appropriate organisation 
to represent individual members in areas such as business or 
industrial issues more generally. 

if you think that your issue has implications for professional 
practice and service delivery and might impact on other speech 
pathologists but you’re not sure, contact the advisors at 
national office to establish where the issue lies.

Guidelines for “managing up” issues with 
government departments or services

•	 put your feedback in writing to the relevant department/
organisation using their complaints and feedback system.

•	 Document what you have done, the responses you 
have been provided, including dates and the names and 
affiliations of anyone you have contact with. Keep a record 
of the action you have taken in an attempt to obtain a 
resolution. The more detail you record – the better!

•	 if your issue hasn’t been adequately resolved, you may 
be able to seek help through an ombudsman. Before an 
ombudsman would take up your issue they would expect 
that you have followed up your initial complaint and given 
the agency/organisation an opportunity to respond. You 
will need to show that you have exhausted all avenues of 
complaint with the agency/organisation first.

•	 contacts for the state and territory and the 
commonwealth ombudsmen are available at www.
ombudsman.gov.au

•	 any citizen is also able to write and seek a meeting with 
their state or federal local members of parliament or the 
relevant minister and shadow minister. information about 
the state and federal government ministers is available 
on the different government webpages. Try to work out 
first if your issue is the responsibility of a federal or state 
government so that you are talking to someone who can 
make a difference for you. generally, hospitals, education 
and justice issues are the responsibility of state/territory 
governments and the mBs, nDis and aged care is the 
australian government. 

What YOU can do when things 
go awry with government

http://www.ndis.gov.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:conference@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
http://ombudsman.gov.au/
https://www.ndis.gov.au/about-us/contact-us/feedback-complaints.html
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WItHIN tHe NeW approach, which was trialled in the nepean 
Blue mountains, and is being rolled out nationally from 1 July 
2016, the first contact for families wishing to access the nDis will 
be with a community partner who will help families to identify their 
needs. The nDis is aiming to source experienced early childhood 
intervention service providers who will be able to draw on 
specialised early childhood knowledge to determine appropriate 
supports for the child and family, including information, emotional 
support and specialised early intervention supports. Tenders for 
organisations to become community partners in a number of 
nDis regions were posted on the Department of social services 
website on 22 august. further information about the tenders, 
including Kpis for the community partners are available at www.
dss.gov.au/grants/grants/ndia-partners-in-the-community-
local-area-coordination-services-and-early-childhood-early-
intervention-services

The community partners will have a focus on supporting inclusion 
for children through connection with local mainstream services 
such as preschool, play group and other early childhood settings. 
in addition to providing support for inclusion, the community 
partner may provide some information services, emotional 
support and other short to medium term early intervention 
supports for children. There is very little information available as 
yet about the extent, or limits to the ability of the ecei partner to 
offer short to medium term supports, or what these supports may 
look like or comprise. There is potential for community partners to 
contract with others to provide services which they may not have 
the staff mix or capacity to provide. 

The nDia describes the new approach as providing an open 
and “soft” gateway to the nDis for any families who may have 
concerns about their child’s development. it also appears 
to provide a greater level of “triage” so that children with 
developmental delay, that is more likely to be temporary, are 
directed back to existent mainstream early intervention services 
and away from an nDis plan. prior to the introduction of the new 
ecei approach, it seems that many children, including those 
with a developmental delay which may be temporary, were being 
provided with plans, and accessing a more specialist model of 
service provision from a team of allied health providers. 

for those children who are identified as requiring more intensive 
early intervention support services (like those which may have 

been provided by specialist disability service providers prior to 
the introduction of the nDis), the community partner will provide 
expert advice and guidance to the family to develop a plan of 
reasonable and necessary supports (aka an nDis plan) that 
is linked to the science and evidence that supports the early 
childhood intervention consistent with the ecia Best practice 
approaches. The ecia Best practice guidelines are available on 
the ecia website at www.ecia.org.au/resources/best-practice-
guidelines/national-guidelines-for-best-practice 

The guidelines identify four key quality areas:
•	 family-centred and strengths based practice and culturally 

responsive practice,

•	 inclusive and participatory practice, which supports children 
to engage in their natural environments,

•	 collaborative teamwork practice, including capacity building 
practice,

•	 universal principles, including evidence-based practice, 
compliance with standards of practice and an outcomes 
based approach.

members are encouraged to read the guidelines as a means to 
inform the development of their services within the nDis context. 

part of the role for the community partners includes to support 
families to identify and choose a provider(s) to best meet their 
child’s and their own needs. although the information from the 
nDis hasn’t made this explicit, it seems likely that the community 
partners will also be seeking to refer children to mainstream 
services provided by health and education instead of, or prior to, 
providing an nDis plan.

ndis early 
childhood early 
intervention
The naTional DisaBiliTY insurance 
agencY (nDia) has recenTlY DeVelopeD a 
naTionallY consisTenT approach To earlY 
chilDhooD earlY inTerVenTion (ecei). spa 
naTional DisaBiliTY aDVisor caThY olsson 
reporTs.

NDIS

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://dss.gov.au/grants/grants/ndia-partners-in-the-community-local-area-coordination-services-and-early-childhood-early-intervention-services
http://www.ecia.org.au/resources/best-practice
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The nDis is expecting that support will be delivered through 
a family-centred approach which builds on family and carer 
strengths in order to improve the child’s developmental 
trajectory and overall quality of life.

There is some disquiet in the early intervention community 
about how the new approach will work in some nDis 
regions. prior to the introduction of the nDis, the approach 
to providing support to children with developmental delay 
or disability and the profile of service provision has varied 
between and within the states and territories. The new 
nDis approach has been based around the types of early 
childhood intervention services which have operated in 
Victoria and new south Wales. it is yet to be seen how the 
new approach will work in other states and territories, and in 
rural and remote areas. 

The potential for ecei community partners to also be 
providers of other supports (i.e. services which can be 
purchased by participants using funds provided via nDis 
plans) has also raised some concerns. There is a perceived 
risk that families who go on to access nDis plans may 
decide to stay with the community partner organisation, 
providing the community partner with an advantage in 
what is meant to be an open and contestable market. The 
nDia has identified that the community partner can also 
be the ecei provider if no alternative early intervention 
providers are available (i.e. in rural and remote settings), 
or if famiies have additional needs, which mean that they 
would be unable or unlikely to engage with a new provider 
as significant effort has been required to develop rapport 
and trust with the provider. The community partner will be 
subject to detailed comparative monitoring of the outcomes 
for participants, including the time and level of supports 
provided to any participants who they also provide longer 
term supports.

as well as these issues, spa will also be monitoring the 
impacts of the new ecei approach for children with speech 
and language difficulties of unknown origin, and others 
who have benefitted from greater access to supports 
through provision of an nDis plan. members who feel that 
access to a plan has become more limited for children 
experiencing  significant impacts on their functional abilities 
due to developmental communication and oral eating and 
drinking difficulties are encouraged to inform cathy olsson, 
national advisor Disability. This is encouraged  particularly 
where there is evidence that a participant is likely to 
experience significant activity limitations and participation 
restrictions (as per  the Who international classification of 
functioning, Disability and health) compared to their same 
aged peers, across their lifetimes, which could be prevented 
or ameliorated by the provision of early intervention speech 
pathology supports.

  

resource 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY

w w w. s p e e c h p a t h o l o g y a u s t r a l i a . o r g . a u

2017guide  

Your guide to speech pathology resources

Bookings are now 
open for the 
2017 Annual 

speech pathology 
Resource Guide!

The resource guide is the ultimate guide to 
resources, services, tools and products for 
the speech pathology profession. 

Members can enter a free submission 
and take advantage of discounted display 
advertising. 

For more information visit the publications 
page of the SPA website or contact 
the publications officer at pubs@
speechpathologyaustralia.org.au to recieve 
the advertising kit and booking form. 

 

How to book...

It is yet to be seen how 
the new approach will 
work in other states 

and territories, and in 
rural and remote areas. 

cathy Olsson
National Disability Advisor 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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AS A PrIVAte practice/business owner 
you have invested time, money and 
resources into establishing your business 
to service your existing and potential 
clients. 

Your business sustainability is directly 
related to your clients as they provide your 
income and cash flow streams. Therefore, 
protecting this key asset should be high on 
your risk radar.

as the practice owner, the key risk to this 
asset arises from your staff or contractors 
if they choose to no longer work for you. 
During their time working in your practice, 
they establish a close relationship with 
your clients. Those clients often wish 
to continue working with the departing 
employee or contractor.  

Therefore, in order to protect your client 
base, businesses will often include a 
restraint of trade clause in their staff 
employment and contractor agreements. 

What is a restraint of trade clause?
This is where the employer prevents 
the departing employees or contractor 
from taking clients from the practice for 
a period of time after they leave. This 
is very important particularly for service 
businesses where client relationships are 
very important.

Are restraint of trade clauses 
enforceable?
courts will usually only enforce restraint 
clauses if they are “reasonable” from 
the point of view of time period and 
geographic area. 

What is reasonable? 
courts will look at whether the restraint 
protects a genuine interest of the 
employer and whether the time period 
and geographical area are no greater than 
required to protect this interest. 

The restraint clause needs to consider:

•	 genuine interest – for example, in 
the case of an employer, they have 
a genuine and legitimate interest 
to protect their clients from being 
serviced by the former employees;

•	 time period – the restraint should not 
be for a time period that is longer than 
necessary to protect that interest; 

•	 geographic area – the restraint 
should not cover a geographical area 
that is larger than necessary to protect 
that interest. for example, for a 
business that operates in a particular 
suburb it would not be reasonable 
to restrict the former employee from 
operating in a particular state;

•	 For employees – take particular care 
to ensure that the restraint is not so 
broad as to prevent the employee 
from working at all.

Therefore, it is critical to identify and be 
specific as to what interest needs to be 
protected and in what geographical area 
and for what time period.

There is a need to be wary of so-called 
“standard” clauses, and assess the 
specific circumstances to reduce the 
likelihood that the clause becomes void 
and unable to be enforced. There is no 
point having an agreement in place if you 
cannot enforce it when necessary.

courts are willing to hold employees to 
their contractual promises and enforce 
restraint of trade clauses that are 
reasonable. other considerations the court 
takes into account to enforce a restraint of 
trade clause include:

•	 the interests of the employee in being 
able to earn a living using his or her 
legitimately obtained skill, experience 
and knowledge;

•	 the public interest in being able to 
obtain the services of the employee 
and the freedom of trade;

•	 the employer’s interest in protecting 
confidential information, customer 
connections, which the employer 
has expended time, money and 
resources.

How can you protect your business?
as a business owner or employer you 
should:

•	 ensure your staff employment 
contract and contract agreements 
are up to date and have reasonable 
confidentiality and restraint of trade 
clauses;

•	 ensure that the restraint of trade 
clauses sufficiently protect the 
company’s legitimate interests and 
are tailored to suit the individual 
employee’s circumstances;

•	 for staff/contractors who are leaving 
the business, conduct an exit 
interview with these people and 
remind them of their contractual 
obligations in reference to restraint of 
trade/confidentiality clauses;

•	 if you become aware that a former 
employee/contractor may be 
breaching their restraint obligations, 
act quickly to put them on notice that 
their conduct is unacceptable.

Workplaceplus can support and assist 
you with all your human resources 
obligations. This includes the development 
of customised employment contracts that 
include reasonable restraint of trade and 
confidentiality clauses.

for more information please contact anna 
pannuzzo on 0419 533 434 or email 
anna.pannuzzo@workplaceplus.com.au

restraint of trade:
Protecting your income stream

Professional practice

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:anna.pannuzzo@workplaceplus.com.au
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t
he 2016 northern Territory (nT) health professional of the 
Year awards were announced at the compass Teaching 
and learning conference gala Dinner in Darwin in may. 
The awards recognise health professionals practising in 

the nT who have demonstrated an outstanding contribution to 
the health and well-being of the community. 

in her role as manager of speech pathology and audiology, 
amanda o’Keefe has made a significant contribution to the 
services at royal Darwin hospital, guiding the development of 
specialist speech pathology services within a generalist caseload, 
as well as developing networks between allied health departments 
and medical teams.

amanda has also been involved in furthering allied health 
networks across the nT over the past 10 years. she is 
currently working on developing telehealth for rural and remote 
communities across allied health not just speech pathology. 

a colleague nominated amanda for the award. “i am very excited 
and humbled to win. i think though everyone i work with should 
get the award to. i think in rural and remote areas, which are 
less resourced, there are more challenges, and allied health 
professionals here all go over and above their job descriptions.”

The nT sense of community drives amanda to do more for her 
patients, and she is hands-on in her role. “You just don’t worry so 
much what your job is, you worry more about what is good for the 
client.”

“my overwhelming feeling is that it is great to have the allied health 
awards to promote the great work of professionals in the nT. 
There is huge reward and job satisfaction working across rural 
and regional australia. if you know where to look there is lots of 
support.” 

amanda began her career in rural Victoria, in melbourne and later 
spent time working in a remote location in the north coast of 
scotland. “That gave me the flavour of rural and remote practice,” 
amanda said, “it wasn’t something that i actively or consciously 
thought about, but it was about the lifestyle you have working in 
rural and remote areas.”

after making the decision to move from melbourne a friend 
alerted her to a position at royal Darwin hospital. “a friend found 
the ad on the floor of a tram on a torn up piece of newspaper. i 
had made the decision to move away from the city, but overseas 
wasn’t an option. i’d never been to Darwin before, and i thought 
i’d just apply to see if i get it.”

shortly after accepting the role she packed up her unit, put her 
belongings on a truck and headed to Darwin. While today she is 
delighted with the opportunities she has had living and working in 
Darwin, the early days in a new city were challenging. 

“it is a small city, but i must say i experienced culture shock much 
more than i did when i moved to england. even though it is the 
same country it has a very different culture. on day two i sat out 
the front of the hospital and cried and thought, ‘What am i doing 
here?’ i couldn’t believe i was here.” 

Amanda O’Keefe accepts her award from Board Director Dr Andrew Bell. 
Dr Andrew Bell is a public health physician and general practitioner who 
currently works as a part time senior rural medical practitioner with the 
NT Department of Health, and previously worked with Aboriginal Medical 
Services Alliance NT (AMSANT) as a public health specialist with a focus 
on regional health service development.
 

clienT focuseD anD DriVen ToWarD eQual 
access, 2016 norThern TerriTorY allieD 
healTh professional of The Year amanDa 
o’Keefe reflecTs on her aWarD anD WhaT 
DriVes her in her WorK. 

Driven 
regional 
advocate

Member 
profile 
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 “i think for me, it is about 
trying to get equal access for 

our clients to services, because 
in rural and remote areas the 

services are very underdone.” 

after five years in the role she was offered a position in the 
nT health minister’s office as a department liaison officer. “i 
knew nothing about politics. But my time there was wonderful. 
To see how decisions were made and to see where speech 
pathology fits into that was eye opening.” 

“There are lots of opportunities in the northern Territory. i’ve 
done lots of things i know i may never have done if i had 
stayed in Victoria or moved to a larger state.”

amanda has more recently worked in management and 
has built the hospital’s team to a total of seven speech 
pathologists. 

“i think in allied health care many clinicians move into 
management roles because of their experience as clinicians. 
i’ve done some other project officer jobs, and we are such 
a small pool of allied health professions so you are well 
supported when seconded to different areas. 

“i’ve had three different secondments, but each time i’ve 
always wanted to come back to speech pathology, to keep 
coming back to the clients.” 

among many projects, amanda has facilitated and formed a 
group for all nT government speech pathologists to discuss 
issues around employment conditions and service gaps that 
need to be addressed by the employer and government. “We 
formed this group to try and get some action,” said amanda. “i 
think speech pathology, particularly in the smaller areas, where 
sometimes our numbers are one or two in a department, it is 
very difficult to drive change. What i have found is buddying 
up with other allied health professionals, where the numbers 
are bigger is helpful to try and push for change. i find i get 
more traction that way. if we can get our colleagues on board 
and work hard i find trying to push the agenda from an allied 
health point of view gets more people listening. also a lot of the 
conditions we work with need the multidisciplinary approach. 
so for me it is about focusing on multidisciplinary care and 
trying to push equal access into that care for rural and remote 
clients.”

“now that i am more experienced i have been trying to reflect 
on what brought me to speech pathology and what drives 
me. i think for me, it is about trying to get equal access for 
our clients to services, because in rural and remote areas the 
services are very underdone. 

“it is about fairness and equality. particularly considering 
about 60 percent of our clients are indigenous and we know 
the health outcomes for them are poor. The remote services 
are so underdone out here. it is about advocating for these 
patients as well. people know when they need a doctor or 
a nurse, but they don’t really know when they need an allied 
health professional and what they can do for them. it is about 
empowering people to advocate for themselves, giving them 
the knowledge of what we can actually do to help them.”

AN INNOVAtIVe PrOgrAM is helping stroke survivors to 
find their voice once more through the magic of music and 
song. 

in 2010 the stroke a chord choir was formed and the 
program has helped hundreds to connect, grow and recover.

on october 15 the choir will celebrate with its sixth annual 
concert to be held at the Karralyka centre in ringwood east 
Victoria. 

This year’s concert is titled reach for the stars – a musical 
journey. aptly named considering the inspiring journey that 
many of the participants have achieved by being part of the 
program. 

stroke a chord is supported through Yooralla and maroondah 
city council. 

While many of the participants have little or no speech they 
have found communication through singing. 

for more information about this year’s concert visit www. 
strokeachord.com or call (03) 9879 2933 (03) 9870 2283. 

Finding voice 
through music

images by Jon osborne
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tWO FlOOrS belOW the courtroom in the John madison 
Tower in sydney sits a 15-year-old girl who is giving evidence 
via ccTV in a sexual assault case. Behind her sits colleen Kerr, 
a usually smiley speech pathologist who looks very serious in 
court.

Kerr is the first witness intermediary used in court in nsW. her 
job is to improve communication between all parties in court. 
as the complainant hesitates and turns around, Kerr raises her 
hand and Judge Kate Traill asks what the problem is.

“if a witness doesn’t understand the questions from the 
prosecutor or defence, it’s my job to let the judge know,” says 
Kerr. “i have to be completely impartial and am not permitted to 
discuss any of the evidence. in fact when i first meet the witness 
i don’t even know many of the details of the case.”

The role is part of a revolution in how child sexual assault cases 
are dealt with in the Downing centre and newcastle District 
courts. in august, the state government appointed Judge Traill 
and Judge Jennie girdham as specialist child sexual assault 
judges to deal almost exclusively with child sexual assault 
cases.

The children’s champion program is the second part of the new 
approach. Kerr is one of 52 people trained for what is a three-
year trial program.

“i had had some contact with the legal system with people with 
communication issues and i struggled with the fact that there 
was really no role that would facilitate communication in court,” 
Kerr says. “some people require more time or need a certain 
kind of questioning. Witness intermediaries can flag this with the 
judge to make the court system fairer.”

“last year, 6,223 sexual offence incidents involving a victim 
aged 15 or under were reported to nsW police, compared with 
4,581 in 2006. of those, about one third were cleared up within 
180 days of reporting and criminal proceedings began in about 
half of these cases. 

“The role has two names: children’s champion and witness 
intermediary. The criminal procedure amendment (child 
sexual offence evidence pilot act) makes reference to the 
role of children’s champion but it is also known as a witness 
intermediary. personally, i favour calling it witness intermediary 
because children’s champion can suggest we are acting as an 
advocate in some way and we most definitely are not.

“The role is to facilitate communication between all parties in 
the court process. i am not in court to act as an advocate but 
i am there to identify any specific communication needs of the 
witness and to make sure the court process allows them to 
participate fully.

speech paThologisT colleen Kerr is The firsT WiTness inTermeDiarY useD in courT in 
nsW. The LAW SOCIETy JOuRNAL firsT puBlisheD The folloWing accounT of a TYpical DaY 
aT WorK for colleen. 

Witness intermediary Colleen kerr
A DAY IN tHe lIFe OF...

photograph by Jason mccormack. 

Member 
profile 

BY Jane souThWarD 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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“it may be my job to interrupt the questioning if the witness 
cannot understand the questions or is confused, for example by 
the legalese. i must seek permission from the judge to interject. i 
raise my hand and might say, ‘Your honour, the word ‘nominate’ 
is unlikely to be familiar to the witness, could counsel use plain 
language?

“a common problem for children who are witnesses in child 
sexual assault cases is the use of tag questions, such as ‘x 
didn’t do this, did he?’ We are in an adversarial system, so by 
nature the defence does employ frequent tag questions. open 
questions or direct questions with yes/no answers may be 
better as they are easier for children to understand. counsel 
may not be happy with this recommendation because their 
intention is not necessarily to encourage elaborate responses.

“The judge decides what is an acceptable recommendation and 
what is not. as everyone becomes familiar with the guidelines 
and potential communicative obstacles, it is likely that the judge, 
or counsel themselves, will begin to modify questions without 
the intervention of the witness intermediary.

“The bottom line is the defendant has an entitlement to have a 
fair trial, as does the prosecution and the witnesses. i am there 
for all parties and that is the thing that takes a little bit of getting 
used to, particularly because i am positioned near the witness.

“it is going to take some time for defence to accept that i am 
actually there to assist them in phrasing their questions in a way 
that still extracts direct responses. it doesn’t affect their ability to 
put their case.

“as a witness intermediary, some of the work is done in court 
and some out of court. it starts with a referral through Victims 
services. my expertise is working with adolescents and adults, 
so i won’t see young children. if you receive a referral, you do an 
assessment before court or before the police interview.

“our job is to assess a person’s entire communication profile in 
relation to giving evidence. i see this as quite a linguistic role, but 
we also need to consider attention, behaviour and how this may 
impact on communication.

“if a child, for example, is quite a passive communicator, 
they may be completely unable to explain that they have not 
understood. i see this as part of the move to the use of plain 
language in many fields but, in this instance, to look at how 
the complex language structures used in the justice system 
will affect a child and particularly a child with a communication 
problem.

“a nsW parliamentary Joint select committee report released 
in 2014 found many child witnesses couldn’t manage going to 

Witness intermediary Colleen kerr

The bottom line is the defendant 
has an entitlement to have a fair 

trial, as does the prosecution and 
the witnesses.

court – just 20 percent of cases of child sexual assault reported 
to police proceed to court.

“The report recommended use of pre-recorded evidence. 
pre-recordings reduce trauma on the child and allows them to 
take breaks as required. The other recommendation was the 
establishment of a task force to investigate a model for a child 
sexual assault offences specialist court including involvement 
of specialised judges and potential use of children’s champions.

“The children’s champion/Witness intermediary system under 
pilot in nsW is based on the uK and ireland experience which 
began in 2002.

“at a mention before the trial, the witness intermediary goes to 
court and goes through the report with counsel to explain the 
nature of the communication issues and give examples of what 
kinds of questions might be problematic.

“This is really difficult for the legal profession and it’s something 
we are going to have to work hard at making work. it’s a 
really hard process for anyone to get feedback about their 
communication style, let alone legal practitioners who have been 
working for many years in this area.

“it’s going to take a huge change. You are looking at people 
who may be advanced in their profession and have been asking 
questions in a certain style for 30 years, then someone dares to 
interject and say, ‘please ask that question in a different way’.

“hearing the kind of evidence that comes up in sexual 
assault cases is something that’s new to me. if i had any 
trepidation about taking on the role on, that was it. i deal with 
trauma constantly – brain injury and fractured families as a 
consequence of neurological injury. i am confident about dealing 
with complex issues but i haven’t worked first hand with sexual 
assault.

“Witness intermediaries are prepared for vicarious trauma and 
we have established mentoring groups to provide peer support. 
We are also mandated to continue training at a minimum of 14 
hours a year.

“i have had to learn to turn off things i do in clinical work, such 
as nodding when i am listening and looking supportive, even 
smiling. You have to adopt a neutral persona. as far as the 
witness is concerned, i explain to them that i am not there to 
help them with their evidence, i am not there to even comment 
on their evidence. i am there to make sure they can understand 
the questions and that they are able to explain themselves 
properly.”

first published by and re-printed with courtesy from the Law 
Society Journal, lsJ, July 2016, issue 24, pp.50–52. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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Applications sought
Co-Editor Position
International Journal of Speech Language Pathology (IJSLP)  
Commencing January 2017 (negotiable)

Following three years as Editor of the International Journal of Speech Language Pathology (IJSLP), Professor Kirrie 
Ballard has been re-appointed by the SPA Board for the coming three year period in a revised role as Editor in Chief, to be 
supported by a Co-Editor position.  
Speech Pathology Australia is now seeking Co-Editor applications from suitable candidates for a three-year term. 
This valuable and strategic role will continue to enhance the growth and international positioning of the Association’s 
journal. Working closely with the IJSLP Editor in Chief, Associate Editor and Executive Board, Speech Pathology Australia’s 
Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer and external publishers, the Co-Editor will assist in overseeing the direction, 
standard and promotion of the journal as well as ensuring high quality issues are published in accordance with policies and 
timelines. 
Applications are sought from members who have demonstrated experience and a passion for research and publications. 
The candidate should have achieved a higher degree, hold a rank of Associate Professor or above, experience and 
have demonstrated skill in editing and writing, a track record of publishing research in international journals, and an 
understanding of quantitative and qualitative research methodologies. Previous experience in editing academic publications 
or being a member of journal editorial boards is highly desirable. An honorarium is paid to the Co-Editor (or employer if 
required) on an annual basis. 
A position description is available and applications (comprising a cover letter 
addressing the selection criteria, a current CV and two professional referees) are 
to be forwarded to execassist@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au by COB Friday 21 
October 2016. Enquiries can be made to the current IJSLP Editor Professor Kirrie 
Ballard, via ijslp.editor@sydney.edu.au 

Associate Professor of Speech Pathology
•	 Senior	leadership	role
•	 Lead	the	development	of	the	Speech	Pathology	discipline
•	 Academic	level	D,	$135,681	-	$149,236	plus	17%	Superannuation

About the opportunity:
The	Faculty	of	Health	has	a	unique	opportunity	available	for	an	Associate	Professor	of	Speech	
Pathology.	This	brand	new	role	offers	a	fantastic	opportunity	for	a	highly	qualified	academic	to	
lead	the	development	of	the	speech	pathology	discipline	at	the	University	and	the	associated	
undergraduate	and	postgraduate	programs.	

The	University	of	Canberra	is	a	high-growth,	emerging	university	that	is	ranked	in	the	top	four	per	
cent	of	universities	globally	by	both	Times	Higher	Education	and	QS	World	University	Rankings,	and	
appears	in	the	2015	QS	ranking	as	one	of	the	top	100	universities	under	the	age	of	50.

To	apply	and	for	further	information;	please	visit	the	University	of	Canberra	Website	–	
www.canberra.edu.au/about-uc/work-at-uc/vacancies/all

If you have any questions, please contact the recruitment team on 02 6180 8000 or email 
recruitment@managedrecruitment.com.au quoting ref No 459.

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:execassist@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
mailto:ijslp.editor@sydney.edu.au
http://www.canberra.edu.au/about-uc/work-at-uc/vacancies/all
mailto:recruitment@managedrecruitment.com.au
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After 15 wonderful years, it is now time to offer this 
well established and very popular private practice for 
sale. Located in the North Brisbane/Sunshine Coast 
Region of Qld, an area ear-marked for significant 
growth over the next 5-15 years, this business is ready 
for someone with an energetic vision to step in and 
take it into the next season and to the next level.
Current turnover approx $500,000.
For more information please email: 
willywagtails@gmail.com

Exciting and Timely Opportunity

private practice for sale

Speech Pathology Practice For Sale - Melb, Vic
Established in 2003, this busy practice has a substantial database & active 
referral network; a large premises with lots of natural light and ample 
parking; welcoming reception & waiting area and four treatment rooms 
with storage. Located in a busy area 23kms SW of Melb CBD in  Victoria’s 
highest growth corridor. Current services offered are: Speech Pathology, 
Psychology, Occupational Therapy, & Counselling. Everything, including 
procedures manual, is ready for new owner to walk in and take over. 

For more information about this practice, call Deanne on 
1300 652 361 or email sales@healthcarepracticesales.com.au

Speak Out - Ad - Language for Life.indd   1 24/08/2016   10:01:26 AM

Private practices for sale

Advertise in Speak Out!

Reach more than 7000 
members!
Prices start at $199
For more information contact 
Speech Pathology Australia 
Publications Officer Rebecca Faltyn 
at pubs@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au. 

SPEAKOUT
JUNE 2016

THE MAGAZINE FOR AUSTRALIAN SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS 

SPEECH PATHOLOGY 2030

Making Futures Happen
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE TIPS

WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY & 

COMMUNICATION

2017 SYDNEY NATIONAL 

CONFERENCE LAUNCHED

IN FOCUS...CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:willywagtails@gmail.com
mailto:sales@healthcarepracticesales.com.au
mailto:pubs@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
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Professional Rooms to Rent 
Sydney

Professional rooms available in our multi-disciplinary 
clinics in Moorebank, Revesby and Seven Hills. Fully 
furnished rooms in our well-established practices 
with a friendly and professional reception team. Ideal 
for a professional speech pathologist. Reasonable 
rent and flexible conditions.

Please email expressions of interest, or any queries, 
to emma@sydneyhealthextras.com.au.

July and September
Sydney, Melbourne, Hobart, Brisbane and Perth

Additional courses organised by demand

Multisensory Instruction in 
Language Arts 1  

Teacher Training Course

Gain the skills to teach writing, spelling and 
reading to primary school students.

Contact 
Robyn Grace 
03 9889 4768 

robyn.grace@spaldingaustralia.com.au

Rooms available for 
lease close to Highton 
Village in Geelong. Has 
wheelchair access, 
kitchenette facilities & 
onsite parking. High 
demand due to NDIA. 
Suit medical/allied health.

ROOMS FOR LEASE - Geelong 

Please email vac14@hotmail.com 
or call 0423 759 471

Features
•	 comprehensive	-	24	single	consonants	and	

27	consonant	blends	(120	target	sounds)
•	 durable	-	laminated	picture	sheets
•	 referenced	against	299	children	with	normal	

speech	growing	up	in	Australia
•	 data	available	for	3	years	and	5	months	to	7	

years	and	11	months
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Developed	and	used	by	Speech	Pathology	at	The	Royal	Children’s	
Hospital	in	Melbourne,	the	articulation	survey	is	an	assessment	tool	

used	to	screen	how	a	child	says	sounds	in	words.	

•	 Easily	administered	–	does	not	require	special	training
•	 Quick	–	takes	10-15	minutes	to	administer	and	score
•	 Non-speech	pathologists	can	use	the	test

Can	also	be	used	for:
•	 Providing	an	articulation	score	for	research	data	
•	 quantifying	a	change	in	articulation	over	time
•	 comparing	a	child’s	score	against	an	Australian	

reference	group	score

To	order	or	learn	more	about	the	articulation	
survey,	visit	the	articulation	survey	website	at	

www.rch.org.au/articsurvey

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:emma@sydneyhealthextras.com.au
mailto:robyn.grace@spaldingaustralia.com.au
mailto:vac14@hotmail.com
http://www.rch.org.au/articsurvey
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tHe SucceSS OF individual partnerships in the speech 
pathology australia mentoring program improved considerably 
when the matching process became mentee driven at the 
start of 2014. The article below is from The art of mentoring’s 
(www.artofmentoring.net/about-us) august newsletter for more 
information regarding factors influencing the success of mentoring 
relationships. 

ultimately the success or failure of any mentoring relationship 
comes down to just one person, and it may not be the person 
you are expecting.

it is easy to argue that with a mentoring relationship, like any 
other relationship, “it takes two to tango”. The success of the 
relationship is reliant on the contribution of both the mentor and 
mentee.

one could also posit that since the mentor is usually the person 
with greater experience and maturity, he or she must take 
responsibility for establishing fertile ground for a relationship.

one could even argue that in a structured mentoring program 
the program manager has a part to play in the success of the 
mentoring relationships. The training and structure provided by 
the program manager is necessary to kick start a successful 
relationship.

all of these arguments have elements of truth. There is no doubt 
that mentees, mentors and program managers all have a role to 
play in creating a strong mentoring relationship.

however, the one person responsible for ensuring the “success” 
of that relationship is the mentee.

from the outset, mentoring relationships are more one sided 
than the “two way street” of a friendship or family relationship.  
mentoring programs are invariably structured to benefit the 
mentee, whether the mentee is a junior staffer preparing to step 
into a more senior role, or an executive being reverse mentored to 
better understand technology.

The success of the mentoring relationship, for both the individuals 
and the organisation, is reliant on the mentee moving forward in 
some way.

in the end responsibility must rest with the mentee to derive 
benefit from the relationship. This responsibility includes:

•	 clarifying what they hope to gain from the relationship;

•	 making sure meetings happen;

•	 arriving at meetings with an agenda, or at very least a clear 
idea of what they want to discuss;

•	 following up after meetings to summarise any actions agreed.

mentors, who are usually volunteering their time and expertise, 
are a resource the mentee has been privileged to access. They 
should not have to chase or corral their mentee to force them into 
gaining value from the relationship.

mentors and program managers should be on the lookout for the 
danger signs that a mentee is failing to take responsibility for their 
own success. These signs include:

•	 the mentee “disappears” for lengthy periods of time, failing to 
organise meetings or follow up on promised actions;

•	 the mentee sits and waits for pearls of wisdom, rather than 
arriving with a clear agenda;

•	 the mentor is diligently writing notes at meetings, while the 
mentee is not;

•	 the mentor is sending follow up and confirmation emails 
rather than the mentee.

pre-screening of mentees and good training should help to 
ensure that mentees are sufficiently committed and aware of their 
responsibilities that these behaviours will not arise. But if they 
do, it would be wise to swiftly call the mentee to account. make 
them aware that not only will this behaviour limit the benefit they 
will derive from the mentoring relationship, it is also disrespectful 
to the mentor who has volunteered their time to help and shirks 
their responsibility to an organisation that has invested in their 
development.

for more information about the speech pathology australia 
mentoring program go to: 
www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/SPAweb/Members/
Mentoring/SPAweb/Members/Mentoring or contact meredith 
prain psa@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au (Tuesdays only).

SPOtlIgHt ON 
PrOFeSSIONAl 
SuPPOrt

Keys to a successful mentoring relationship

MereDItH PrAIN
Professional Support Advisor

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
http://www.artofmentoring.net/about-us
http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/SPAweb/Members/Mentoring/SPAweb/Members/Mentoring
mailto:psa@speechpathologyaustralia.org.au
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aCt/
New south wales

act 76
nsW 2042
members
as at August 2016

Branch News 

the sydney sParty 
celebrating speech Pathology Week in style!
ON tHurSDAY 11 AuguSt, a “ragtag” bunch of misfits from 
across the profession came together at lotus restaurant in 
central sydney to celebrate their work and that of their peers. in 
the process they also created new friends and possibly a few sore 
heads.

it was an “olympic” effort. participants were drawn to attend from 
the ranks of academia, government, and private practice, with the 
odd student and non-speechie thrown in. in the refined surrounds 
of a private room overlooking the QVB, the champagne flowed 
and guests sampled a seemingly unending spread of delicacies 
provided by celebrated head chef chris Yan. The dumplings 
were delectable, the noodles divine, and the chopsticks skills 
impressive. 

more wondrous still was the array of ingenious and innovative 
games enjoyed by the participants. These were too complex to 

go into detail here, but let us just say that one of them resulted 
in this attendee developing a mild aversion to saying the word 
cupcake. another game saw nimble fingered members of the 
Twitterati uploading and tweeting photos. as many readers will be 
aware, these skilfully shot images looked fabulous on facebook, 
were all over instagram, and travelled to the farthest corners of 
the social media universe. 

Those who were unable to attend this year should certainly 
consider taking up the opportunity in 2017. i am sure those who 
were there will be eager to go again.

Thanks in particular should go to laura Blasdale and celine 
pascual, who were largely responsible for making this little 
extravaganza so successful. Those wanting to give feedback on 
possible changes for next year can contact these two exceptional 
people: laurablasdale@gmail.com or celine@wssp.com.au.

sPa Week at sydney uni
The spa representatives and volunteers of the university of sydney put on a free baked goods giveaway 
to promote awareness of the profession. all students on campus were encouraged to ask for their 
baked good of choice using an aac device of their choice, from low-tech letter boards to high-tech 
proloquo2go. communication breakdowns prompted students and teachers to ask about what we do 
as speech pathologists, and recognise the importance of communication and communication disorders. 
students and staff were encouraged to ask questions about speech pathology and the people with whom 
we work, helping them to understand the life-changing work speech pathologists and their clients do 
every day. 

eMMA ArAzzI
NSW branch Student representative for Sydney university

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
mailto:laurablasdale@gmail.com
mailto:celine@wssp.com.au
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Branch News 

Wa 847
members

as at August 2016

Wa

pregnancy Babies and Children’s expo
SPeecH PAtHOlOgY AuStrAlIA was represented 
again at the pregnancy, Babies and children’s expo 
in perth this year with more than 250 people visiting 
the spa stand to obtain information about speech and 
language development and services in Wa. speech 
pathology australia is now presented at this pBc expo in 
five states across australia.

a very big thank you to all of our amazing volunteers:  
alex Trichilo, abigail ong, annique lynch, Jacinda 
nathan, phoebe Budiman, maddie rhodes, stacie 
Dwyer, rachel loughridge, Vi Tran, sarah Baildon, 
stacey playforth, linda arabi, stephanie perkov, Katie 
sala Tenna, remy mcKay, penny Wood, Joanne gordon, 
elyse o’mara, sarah russel, zali smith colombini, sarah 
grunwald, michelle Quial, ruth canas-lozano, sue 
chung and nicole chan.

lucy FitzSimons 
WA branch Public Affairs

tHe WA SPeecH PAtHOlOgY community came together on 
Thursday 4 august to launch speech pathology Week for 2016. our 
creating futures event provided the opportunity for all to reflect on 
the current work of speech pathologists in Wa and think about the 
future of our profession. We were lucky enough to hear from three 
inspiring guest speakers. 

Dr ann zubrick, an academic associate for the centre of ageing 
and pastoral studies at charles sturt university and a life member 
of speech pathology australia, spoke about her work in health, 
memory and ageing, highlighting the important role speech 
pathology should play in an ageing population. 

Jamaica grantis, a speech pathologist for the multiple sclerosis 
society of Wa, shared some innovative work she is undertaking 
in her role; using mindfulness techniques to assist with dysphagia 
management and intervention in adults with disabilities.  

Dr suze leitao was recognised for her spa life membership 
award and shared her story with us highlighting the caring and 
inspiring work of speech pathologists in Wa. suze also discussed 
a new area of practice for our profession: working in the youth 
justice system where speech and language difficulties are common 
yet unfortunately there are limited services to assist these young 
people with their communication difficulties. suze encouraged us 
to celebrate how privileged we are to have roles where we can help 
create futures for others.

it was a great event and attended by many sps from across the 
profession. 

Photograph Tiffany Halliburton

sp Week Celebrations

`

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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tasmania

tas 109 
members
as at August 2016

Photograph Tiffany Halliburton

We AlWAYS lOOK forward to speech 
pathology Week as it is an opportunity for Tassie 
speechies from different workplaces to get 
together and be part of a shared celebration of 
our profession. 

This year, our two main events were the live 
launch of the 2030 report and holding community 
information stalls at local markets which were 
held across two regions of the state. in hobart, a 
group of speechies gathered at “rosie’s” house 
on 11 august to tune in to the live launch of 
the 2030 report with wine and cheese aplenty! 
another group of speechies from the north met 
in launceston to link in to the live report while 
enjoying great company and some delicious fine 
wine and cheese. a huge thank you to all who 
hosted and helped make this event possible.  

on saturday 13 august, two community 
information stalls were held – one at hobart’s 
iconic salamanca market, and one at 
launceston’s very own harvest market. We 
were given the opportunity to share information 
about our diverse profession and promote 
speech pathology by handing out flyers and other 

promotional goodies as we know that everyone 
loves a free magnet or two!

We never cease to be amazed by the range 
of stories people share with us, and so this 
year we used the markets as an opportunity to 
promote our branch’s current focus and ask the 
community, “Where does speech pathology fit 
into your life?” Their responses were represented 
on a timeline and included experiences with 
speech pathology to help with a toddler’s early 
language development, to teaching key word 
signing at school, assisting an adult who was 
having stuttering treatment with their real-
world practice and also to meal modifications 
for someone’s 95-year-old mother who has 
dementia. it is truly rewarding to hear how our 
profession has impacted on people and the 
positive experiences that people have had with 
our profession. 

a big thank you to everyone who got involved 
and a reminder to our mainland colleagues that 
we Tassie speechies secretly feel just a little bit 
“hard-core” for doing outdoor events in winter! 

shared celebration of the profession

1. linda Williams and rosie martin 
braving the cold at hobart’s 
salamanca market 

2. cat Wood, sophie leslie, Dennis 
lo, Di symons, rachael zeeman 
and anna flittner at the Branch 
celebrations for speech pathology 
2030

3. ruth hodgson and caroline ross.
4. isabelle russell, rachael zeeman, ria 

ferris and Dennis lo
5. nicole hatch, isobel lewis and linda 

Williams

                    

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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Northern
territory

nt 44 
members

Branch News 

as at August 2016

WHeN tHe tOPIc of speech pathology Week was raised at the northern Territory Branch 
meeting earlier in the year, we decided to look for something other than the usual information 
booth at the market or in-service to health professionals. our search for something different 
led us to the Darwin city council’s fun Bus. The fun Bus is a mobile playgroup for children 
aged birth to five that travels to different locations around Darwin each day. With the beautiful 
dry season weather the fun Bus takes advantage of outdoor settings like parks and gardens, 
while in the wet season the fun Bus activities are held indoors in the much-needed air 
conditioning.

fun Bus playgroup sessions are free and aim to engage children in new experiences and 
help them develop social skills through play. it also provides children with the opportunity to 
interact with other adults and children, and make new friends. for parents and carers, the 
fun Bus lets them meet other parents, learn how to develop skills with their child through 
play, and provides ideas for activities to try at home. The fun Bus also helps parents link with 
services and support within the local community.

as part of speech pathology Week this year, an army of spa volunteers “gate crashed” the 
fun Bus playgroup sessions to promote speech pathology. our fabulous volunteers set up 
the colouring table, encouraged children to enter the speech pathology Week colouring 
competition, and handed out speech pathology Week goodies such as balloons and 
stickers. They also spent time talking with parents and carers about speech and language 
development and answered questions from parents about their child’s speech and language 
skills. information was provided on speech pathology services available in Darwin and 
handouts were given on speech and language milestones. The fun Bus was a great way 
to engage with the local community to promote speech pathology Week and sharpen our 
colouring skills at the same time. a big thank you to everyone who came and helped out. 

Meg redway
Nt branch editor 

speech pathology Week Fun
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Victoria 

Vic 1849
members
as at August 2016

tHe VISuAl MeNu was designed and 
produced at caulfield rehabilitation 
centre’s acquired Brain injury unit. it 
was developed by speech pathology and 
allied health assistant staff after many 
patients with communication and cognitive 
impairment expressed frustration at not 
being able to choose their meals, and 
having meals appear which they were 
certain they had not ordered. Before the 
Visual menu was developed, patients 
would need to select meals, often helped 
by family or staff, from a written menu. 
menu choices might say veal marengo 
or chicken cacciatore which even for a 
non-brain injured person can be difficult to 
decipher. a person with aphasia trying to 
order for themselves might try to order rice 
as a side, but instead order pasta due to a 
semantic link breakdown, or order butter 
beans assuming they were choosing a 
spread for their bread. 

The Visual menu allows patients to choose 
their menu options based on coloured 
photographs of the actual meals. family 

and/or staff often still assist; however, the 
visual cues enable people to have a better 
idea of what they are actually ordering – 
they can “see” veal marengo and make a 
choice accordingly. 

as there are more than 400 different meal 
options at caulfield, based on a four-week 
rotational menu, gathering the photos 
was a challenge! The staff involved in the 
project rotated taking photos of all meals 
as they came off the conveyor belt, which 
took several weeks.

The aim of the project is to support 
patients to have an increased sense of 
independence; we found it encouraged 
staff and family members to assist patients 
with communication at a functional level. 
a further advantage has been reducing 
food wastage as patients are more content 
with food options they have chosen 
themselves. formal evaluation of the Visual 
menu involved surveying staff, patients, 
and families. 

Ten staff and six patients completed a 

survey about the Visual menu. of the ten 
staff surveyed, nine were aware of it and 
had used it (nurses, speech pathologists 
and allied health assistants). of the six 
patients surveyed, two had used it directly, 
and a further three were interested in 
using it. staff comments were all positive 
and focused on how the Visual menu 
helps patients to have more choice and 
is easy to use with patients. patients who 
are using the menu commented, “it helps 
because it is hard to recognise the names 
of things like the braised meats…pictures 
are handy”, and, “i prefer the picture 
menu”. patients surveyed also noted they 
were now more aware of all the choices 
available. 

The project is being reviewed by caulfield 
hospital Business and strategy unit 
manager to explore a roll-out of the Visual 
menu throughout rehabilitation and aged 
care wards in caulfield hospital. 

Anat lankri
Speech Pathologist caulfield Hospital

Acquired brain Injury unit

tO celebrAte tHe theme of speech 
pathology Week 2016; changing lives – creating 
futures, student representatives of the Victorian 
Branch of speech pathology australia hosted an 
event for 150 students. professionals from a range of 
clinical and research areas, as well as differing levels 
of experience, were invited to discuss how students 
can create their own futures as they enter the 
profession. hosted at australian catholic university, 
speakers simone arnott, Karen Bloomberg, sue 
cameron, Jane-elise cherry, Deb phyland, Katherine 
sanchez and nathaniel swain discussed how they 
created their future and paved the way to their 
careers. each speaker discussed their personal 
journey as a speech pathologist, including their 
greatest accomplishments and challenges, and 

presented advice they wished they had received as 
a new graduate. students then had the opportunity 
to ask questions of the speakers in a formal panel 
discussion, and during a networking session that 
followed. it was a valuable opportunity for students 
to hear the varied experiences of a range of 
professionals and reflect on the breadth of “futures” 
that can be created within the profession.

We would like to thank our speakers who so 
generously gave up their time for the event, scope 
for the delicious catering, speech pathology 
australia Victoria Branch, and the support of student 
coordinator hannah stark for making this event 
possible.

 SPA Victorian branch Student representatives

Creating Future speechies

Visual Menu aids rehabilitation
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Branch News 

Queensland

Qld 1556 
members
as at August 2016

speech Pathology Week in Queensland
speech paThologisTs in serVices all oVer QueenslanD TooK 
The opporTuniTY ThaT speech paThologY WeeK offereD To raise 
aWareness arounD communicaTion anD sWalloWing WiThin Their 
communiTies. BeloW is a snapshoT of some of The eVenTs ThaT Were 
helD across QueenslanD.

Department of education 
and training
South east region 
The south east region of the 
Department of education and 
Training held a morning tea to 
celebrate speech pathology Week 
as well as marking 50 years of 
slps in education. participants also 
completed a quiz. 

Kathy Osborne and Angie canning 
Private practice gold coast 
paediatric private practitioners Kathy osborne and angie 
canning volunteered their time to present to parents at a 
childcare centre about supporting communication and feeding 
in young children while also presenting the read and grow 
strategies for supporting the development of communication 
and pre-literacy skills. Kathy put together a static display of 
speech pathology australia promotional materials and a quiz 
competition at the runaway Bay library. Kathy was also 
featured in an article for the Gold Coast Sun newspaper talking 
about speech pathology Week and communication disorders. 

Yvette Dempsey
Private practice gold coast 
Yvette organised for a number of gold coast private 
practitioners to volunteer their time to present to 
childcare centre staff and parents about supporting the 
development of communication and swallowing. Yvette 
also presented to a young mothers’ group about early 
communication and swallowing development as well as at 
two state primary schools. 

griffith university 
gold coast 
The griffith university speech pathology students ran a 
social media campaign on Twitter and facebook on the 
topic of “creating futures” for people with communication 
and swallowing difficulties. They also held a bake sale to 
celebrate speech pathology Week 2016. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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catholic education Services
cairns 
The cairns office of catholic education services dedicated a 
webpage to speech pathology Week and distributed information 
posters to 29 schools in the diocese. 

gold coast Hospital and Health District
gold coast 
members of allied health, including speech pathology, 
occupational therapy, physiotherapy, dietetics and 
students participated in a special “olympic games” 
featuring events such as a fruit puree eating contest and 
blind-folded thickened fluids taste test. They also held a 
sp Week 2016 photo booth. 

gold coast speech pathologists 
gold coast 
speech pathologists from services across the gold coast 
came together in speech pathology Week to present: Speech 
Pathology: A Look Inside the Work and the Profession. The 
evening consisted of a series of presentations from speech 
pathologists from each agency on the gold coast for people 
considering joining the speech pathology profession. 

university of Queensland
brisbane
uQ hosted a seminar for speech pathology students 
where clinicians and clients a like presented to the next 
generation of speech pathologists about the profession 
and the impact that a speech pathologist’s work can have 
on their clients. 

rachael Di bella cairns
in her role as the spa regional representative for cairns, rachael 
prepared and distributed promotional material for speech 
pathology Week to the towns in the far north Queensland regions 
including Tully, innisfail, mareeba, Thursday island and Weipa. 

http://www.speechpathologyaustralia.org.au/
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